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If there are known, easily adopted ways to reduce bias in employment decisions, should an employer be held liable for discriminatory results when it fails to adopt such measures? Given the vast amount we now know about implicit bias and the ways to reduce it, to what extent is an employer who knowingly fails to do so engaging in intentional discrimination? This Article theorizes a “recklessness” model of discrimination under Title VII, arguing for liability where an employer acts with reckless disregard for the consequences of implicit bias and stereotyping in employment decisions. Legal scholars have argued that Title VII should, and in some ways does, reflect a negligence model under which an employer may be held liable for failing to meet a duty of care to prevent discrimination at work. Yet the law of Title VII disparate treatment requires “intentional” discrimination—a term that courts have interpreted more broadly than a conscious purpose to discriminate, but more narrowly than a mere failure to prevent “societal” discrimination. This Article is the first to propose recklessness as the bridge between the theory of negligence and the requirement of intent as defined by Title VII jurisprudence.
In doing so, the Article seeks to revive the importance of social science research on bias—research that was limited in its evidentiary role by the U.S. Supreme Court’s 2011 decision in Wal-Mart v. Dukes. Decades of scientific research have documented how implicit bias and automatic stereotyping affect decision making in discriminatory ways. Years of efforts by employers to reduce bias and increase diversity in their workforces have demonstrated what interventions work. Most recently, technology has allowed some employers to easily and dramatically reduce the biasing effects of subjectivity from their hiring decisions by, for example, using algorithms instead of people to screen applicants. This vast body of research and experience developed over a half-century has shifted the baseline knowledge about the risks of bias infecting employment decisions, this Article contends. Today, an employer who continues to rely on unchecked subjective decision making that leads to disproportionate employment outcomes by race or gender is acting so recklessly that its behavior amounts to intentional disparate treatment under Title VII.
INTRODUCTION

Twenty years ago, economists Claudia Goldin and Cecilia Rouse documented perhaps the most well-known example of how biases can infect subjective performance assessments despite decision makers’ efforts to be objective.¹ Prior to the 1970s, most major American symphony orchestras were composed overwhelmingly of male musicians.² In the 1970s and 1980s, many orchestras began using a blind audition process, whereby musicians performed behind a screen that concealed the auditioning musician’s identity.³ Goldin and Rouse documented that, due in part to the blind audition process, the proportion of female members of the top five U.S. orchestras increased from 5 percent to 25 percent.⁴ They also showed that a female musician was 50 percent more likely to get further in the audition process when orchestras used a blinding screen.⁵

Most commentators raise this well-worn example⁶ for its vivid illustration of the phenomenon of “implicit bias” (also known as “cognitive” or “unconscious” bias), whereby ingrained attitudes about sex, race, or another status characteristic impact perceptions of performance despite decision makers’ beliefs that they are unbiased.⁷ This Article offers the orchestra example to make two further points. First, the audition blinding screen illustrates—concretely in fact—how a simple, inexpensive tool helped an employer interrupt or block its decision makers’ unrecognized biases to select those most qualified.⁸ Second, this research by respected Harvard and Princeton economists is twenty years old. Two decades have passed since Goldin and Rouse documented both a clear example of the problem of implicit bias in discretionary decision making and one easy solution to reduce its impact. Yet employment discrimination jurisprudence has failed to appropriately incorporate this understanding.


². See Goldin & Rouse, AMER. ECONOMIC REV., supra note 1, at 715–16.

³. See id. at 715–16.

⁴. See Goldin & Rouse, Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research, supra note 1, at 1; Goldin & Rouse, AMER. ECONOMIC REV., supra note 1, at 717–18, 738 & n.37.

⁵. Goldin & Rouse, Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research, supra note 1, at 1; Goldin & Rouse, AMER. ECONOMIC REV., supra note 1, at 738.

⁶. In January 2017, a Google Scholar search returned over one thousand citations to the study.


If, in 2017, an orchestra knowingly chooses not to use a blinding screen for auditions and the result is disproportionately fewer female musicians selected for hire, is that intentional discrimination? The orchestra may not have intended to exclude female musicians, but it acted with what, at this point in time, can only be described as reckless disregard for the consequences of its choice to rely on a decision-making structure long-known to foster bias, while ignoring a relatively costless bias-reducing measure.

Consider the panoply of “blinding screens” that modern technology offers today. Modeling itself on the popular competition television show *The Voice* (the 2017 version of blind auditions for orchestras), start-up company GapJumpers provides a technology platform through which employers can hold “blind audition challenges” online, which test job applicants’ relevant skills.9 The desire to remove implicit bias from hiring in the technology sector has sparked a cottage industry to help employers do so, through blind interviews over online instant messaging software, application-screening algorithms, pre-commitment to set assessment standards, and more.10 Researchers have developed tools for employers to spot and correct for unexamined biases throughout the employment relationship—from setting compensation to evaluating work performance to awarding promotions.11 The ability to prevent and correct for bias and stereotyping in the workplace is more affordable and accessible than ever before. To what degree do employers behave in an intentionally discriminatory way when they ignore both the well-known risks of implicit bias in employment decisions and accessible, affordable techniques to help prevent it?

In the fifty years since Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 first prohibited employment discrimination on the basis of race, color, sex, national origin, and religion,12 societal understanding of how bias perpetuates inequality at work has advanced exponentially.13 Decades of research by contemporaries of Goldin and Rouse in the fields of economics, sociology, social psychology, neuroscience, and more have created a deep body of scientific work on which our current understanding is based.14 For several decades now, even prominent employers have recognized the costs of more subtle and structural inequality to their operations, leading many to voluntarily adopt and experiment with interventions.15 Business interest in this research inspired corporate

10. See infra Part III.B.2.
11. See id.
14. See id.
15. See infra Part III.B.2.
commitments to diversity and expanded the field of human resources. The technology sector has also radically reshaped this field by making tools to prevent and reduce bias in employment decision making readily available. Yet while Title VII provides a flexible statutory framework that would allow it to adapt to such advances, employment discrimination jurisprudence has failed to keep up. Where the federal courts’ application and interpretation of Title VII once led the way toward employment equality for women and minorities, it has now fallen behind, failing to adapt the doctrine to recognize what society and employers already understand.

This Article offers a path forward by theorizing a “recklessness” model of discrimination under Title VII, arguing for liability where an employer acts with reckless disregard for the consequences of implicit bias and stereotyping in employment decisions. Legal scholars have argued that Title VII should—and, under some legal theories like harassment and accommodation, does—reflect a negligence model of liability that holds an employer liable for failing to meet its statutory duty of care to prevent discrimination. Yet most Title VII cases are pled using the disparate treatment theory of liability, which courts have interpreted to require proof of “intentional” discrimination. The meaning of “intent” under Title VII is, itself, unclear: courts have interpreted it more broadly than animus or a conscious purpose to discriminate, but more narrowly than a mere failure to prevent “societal” discrimination from affecting the workplace. This Article is the first to propose recklessness as the bridge between the theory of negligence and the requirement of intent as defined by Title VII jurisprudence.

In doing so, the Article also aims to salvage the legal role of social science research on implicit bias and stereotyping—research that the Supreme Court held had limited evidentiary value in the Court’s 2011 decision in Wal-Mart v. Dukes. Six decades of scientific research has documented that people hold stereotypes and biases that they may act on automatically, without conscious awareness or discriminatory motive. Though implicit biases are automatic, research also shows that there are known interventions to control or interrupt them, some of which employers have been using for years. And, while this research may not provide evidence that an individual decision maker acted on implicit bias when making a particular employment decision, it does provide a general background upon which to judge the employer entity responsible for that

17. See infra Part III.B.2.
18. See infra Part I.A.
21. See infra Part II.A.
22. See infra Part III.B.
23. See infra Part III.B.
individual decision maker’s actions. As this Article suggests, this vast body of research and experience has shifted the baseline knowledge about both the risks of bias infecting employment decisions and the methods to control it from doing so.

The Article proceeds in three parts. Part I identifies three existing and influential theories for framing disparate treatment under Title VII upon which this Article’s theory of reckless discrimination builds: employer liability for negligent discrimination; employer liability for decisions affected by implicit bias, proven with social framework evidence; and an organizational context model of direct employer entity liability. In Part II, the Article addresses how the Supreme Court’s 2011 decision in Wal-Mart v. Dukes impacted plaintiffs’ ability to redress systemic disparate treatment and implicit bias under Title VII. This Part seeks to make a course correction in Title VII jurisprudence after Wal-Mart by separating the deep body of reliable social science research on implicit bias and stereotyping from the now seemingly disfavored “social framework” theory of proving systemic discrimination. Part III then builds upon Parts I and II by articulating a new theoretical framework for reckless discrimination that aims to help modernize Title VII’s reach. This Part suggests that Title VII jurisprudence must adapt to reflect what we know about the more subtle and structural ways discrimination occurs today, and it offers the recklessness frame as one way to do so.

Importantly, a model of reckless discrimination does not seek to end discretionary decision making at work, which is a universally adopted practice without which most employers would be unable to operate. Instead, it seeks to improve upon such systems by creating a legal incentive for employers both to monitor how that discretion is being exercised and to correct for any detected bias before it results in liability for employment discrimination.

Also, as this Article will address, a theory of reckless discrimination is not a magic bullet. It, like the theories upon which it builds, offers strengths and weaknesses. A recklessness model may be subject to criticism from employment discrimination skeptics and Title VII purists alike. Skeptics may claim that recklessness does not prove “intent” to discriminate as required under Title VII; conversely, purists may argue that a recklessness frame misappropriates tort concepts and heightens what a Title VII plaintiff need prove, beyond what is required by statute. While acknowledging that recklessness is not a panacea, this Article looks to the concept of recklessness to contribute a pragmatic, new approach to the ongoing efforts to remedy systemic employment discrimination in the wake of Wal-Mart v. Dukes. As societal understanding of the operation of discriminatory bias evolves, so too should our expectations of employer behavior and the legal doctrine by which it is regulated.

24. See infra note 113 and accompanying text.
I.

EXISTING THEORIES FOR MODERNIZING TITLE VII DISPARATE TREATMENT

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination in hiring, firing, pay, and other “terms, conditions, or privileges” of work, as well as the adoption of policies or practices that “deprive any individual of employment opportunities” “because of” a protected classification (“race, color, religion, sex, or national origin”). As interpreted, the statute recognizes two main causes of action for discrimination: disparate treatment—in which employees allege that their protected class played a role in adverse employment actions taken against them—and disparate impact—in which employees allege that an employer’s facially neutral policy or practice disproportionately disadvantaged members of a protected class. In addition, the Court has recognized subcategories of disparate treatment, including harassment, stereotyping, and, for the protected classes of religion and pregnancy, failure to accommodate as required by law.

Using these theories, from the mid-1960s to the mid-1980s, cases brought under Title VII made significant headway in redressing obvious discrimination and advancing the employment opportunities of women and racial minorities. By the late 1980s, however, awareness of antidiscrimination laws had become widespread and workplaces opened up to more diverse workforces. The manifestations of discriminatory bias moved from exclusion in hiring to hostile treatment in the workplace and inequality in pay and advancement opportunities. Cases alleging harassment, disparate impact, and sex stereotyping continued to make headway in redressing less overt discrimination, but by the late 1990s and into the early 2000s, advances in workplace equality stalled. Disparities in employment equality for women and racial minorities persisted—and continue to do so today—particularly in the lack of diversity at the middle and top of organizations.

31. See id.
32. See id.
34. Recent data bears this out. See id. at 922–23 (citing data on race and gender inequity at work). Several studies suggest that, after controlling for variables like education and experience, sex discrimination accounts for unexplained disparities in pay and promotion rates. See, e.g., Francine D. Blau & Lawrence M. Kahn, The Gender Wage Gap: Extent, Trends, and Explanations (Nat’l Bureau of
In the mid-1990s, coinciding with this stall, and based on a growing body of social science research, legal scholars and employee advocates identified that the operation of bias—pre-judgment that shapes decision making—was entrenched in ways existing law appeared unable to reach. They began to think about how liability under Title VII could reach subtler and “structural” forms of discrimination—meaning, discrimination built into and fostered by workplace decision-making structures, cultures, and interactions.

A growing recognition of the science on implicit bias and stereotyping was key to these efforts. Implicit bias occurs when prior opinions and experiences unfairly influence one’s thought processes without conscious awareness (for example, a female candidate with equal qualifications is passed over for promotion because the male candidate just seems more like a leader). Stereotypes are mental shortcuts that individuals make to sort information; they may be made without conscious awareness, making them a type of implicit bias, or they may be made more consciously, with a belief that they are benign (for example, a new mother is passed over for a promotion because her employer assumes she won’t want to travel).

Where implicit bias or stereotyping related to a person’s protected class status (for example, sex) unfairly influences an employment decision against them (for example, denial of a promotion), Title VII should step in. Yet those trying to establish liability for such harm under Title VII, particularly on a group rather than an individual basis, have faced obstacles. This Part describes three of the most influential theories for holding employers liable for the impact of
implicit bias in the workplace—theories this Article refers to as (1) the negligence model, (2) the vicarious social framework model, and (3) the organizational context model.39

Theorizing employer liability to reach the expression of deeper, more ingrained bias in the workplace poses two separate, but related doctrinal challenges. First, such theorizing requires holding an employer entity liable for the operation of implicit biases about which individual employment decision makers may be unaware. The most commonly alleged theory of discrimination40—and the theory relevant to a recklessness model of discrimination—is disparate treatment. Using a disparate treatment approach, an employee, or group of employees, must prove that the employer engaged in “intentional” discrimination when taking an adverse employment action against them; they can do so by providing circumstantial evidence of discrimination that the employer cannot rebut with an adequate nondiscriminatory justification.41 The specific framework of proof depends on whether the claim is brought by an individual or by a class of employees alleging the employer engaged in a “pattern or practice” of discrimination—also known as “systemic” disparate treatment.42 And, regardless of whether an individual or class case, courts interpreting Title VII have required that disparate treatment discrimination be “intentional.”43

39. In a previous work, I identified how another existing legal doctrine recognized under Title VII—the sub-type of disparate treatment known as stereotyping—can be more broadly applied in Title VII jurisprudence to respond to current court criticisms of systemic disparate treatment and disparate impact theories of liability. See Bornstein, supra note 33, at 919. A discussion of greater application of stereotype theory, as recognized in the case of Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, 490 U.S. 228, 242 (1989), is beyond the scope of this Article’s separate focus on conceptualizing a recklessness model for disparate treatment based on implicit bias. For further discussion of stereotyping and the relationship between implicit bias and stereotyping, see Bornstein, supra note 33, at 938–39.

40. See Clermont & Schwab, supra note 19, at 112 (most common). Under disparate impact theory, plaintiffs need not prove discriminatory intent. Instead, they must prove that the employer adopted a policy or practice that appeared neutral on its face but resulted in a disproportionately negative impact on members of a protected class, and that the employer’s use of that policy is not justified by some “business necessity” that a less discriminatory policy could not also meet. See Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 431 (1971). In general, the disparate impact framework appeals less to plaintiffs because it provides no right to a jury trial, limited remedies (compensatory and punitive damages are only available for intentional discrimination under Title VII), and because the employer has a broad affirmative defense where any policy that results in a disparate impact serves a legitimate “business necessity.” See Michael Selmi, Was the Disparate Impact Theory a Mistake?, 53 UCLA L. REV. 701, 767–82 (2006) (describing disparate impact’s limitations); Charles A. Sullivan, Disparate Impact: Looking Past the Desert Palace Mirage, 47 WM. & MARY L. REV. 911, 968, 993 (2006). Moreover, in the recent case of Ricci v. DeStefano, 557 U.S. 557, 576–93 (2009), the Supreme Court limited the reach of the disparate impact theory by holding that an employer may not take efforts to remedy a workplace practice that has discriminatory effects on some without risking liability for intentional discrimination against others whom the practice favors. A discussion of disparate impact theory as a means of redressing discrimination without having to prove intent is beyond this Article’s focus on using recklessness as a concept to modernize disparate treatment jurisprudence.


42. See infra Part.III.A.
Yet notably, the word “intent” does not appear in the statutory text that defines unlawful employment practices under Title VII. As described more fully in Part III, “intentional” disparate treatment is a flexible concept of judicial design and interpretation. So long as employees can show that protected class membership entered the chain of volitional acts that resulted in adverse employment actions, they may prevail. Implicit bias arises most often when an employer entity relies on supervisors to make subjective decisions, whether those decisions are made in the context of deciding whom to hire or promote, setting assignments or pay, or evaluating performance. Subjective employment decision-making systems can be—and, on occasion, have been—challenged under the alternate approach of disparate impact, as a facially neutral policy that has a disproportionate result by protected class. But, as a matter of both practice and doctrinal clarity, plaintiffs have preferred to litigate such cases as disparate treatment, which more accurately reflects the role implicit bias plays in specific workplace actions taken toward individuals or groups. Thus, theorizing employer liability for the operation of implicit bias in a workplace requires grappling with discriminatory “intent.”

The second doctrinal challenge for redressing implicit bias and stereotyping at work is whether and how to hold an employer entity liable for widespread but seemingly individual employment decisions infected by implicit bias. As discussed further in Part II, the Supreme Court’s recent decision in Wal-Mart v. Dukes demonstrates the challenge of remedying pronounced, but diffuse, bias and stereotyping in a large organization that had a nondiscrimination policy on paper, yet turned a blind eye to data indicating a serious problem. Social

science research on the operation of implicit bias in subjective decision making may be relevant to both a discriminatory individual employment decision and the widespread occurrence of disparate treatment throughout an organization. The question becomes how to frame liability under Title VII in a way that does not allow a court to view these as mutually exclusive.52

Each of the three foundational theories for redressing implicit bias in the workplace discussed in this Part resolves these two challenges in its own way—ideas upon which a recklessness model then builds.

A. Negligence Model

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, a number of legal scholars began to incorporate social science research on the operation of bias into work on antidiscrimination jurisprudence.53 In 1993, David Oppenheimer proposed one such foundational theory under Title VII in his important work, Negligent Discrimination.54 In his article, Oppenheimer first carefully and rigorously detailed how, despite case law interpreting Title VII to require that plaintiffs prove intentional discrimination, most of Title VII doctrine in fact reflects a model of negligence.55 As he documented, under the legal theory of sexual harassment, an employer is held strictly liable for a supervisor’s harassment of a subordinate, subject to an employer’s affirmative defense.56 Likewise, both disparate impact theory and Title VII’s requirement that religious practices be accommodated impose duties on an employer to prevent discrimination with no proof of discriminatory intent.57 Because, as Oppenheimer explained, “the existing law of employment discrimination, while eschewing the term negligence, frequently incorporates the doctrine,” he proposed a negligence theory for disparate treatment under Title VII.58

52. See Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes, 564 U.S. 338, 355 (2011) (“The only corporate policy that the plaintiffs’ evidence convincingly establishes is Wal-Mart’s ‘policy’ of allowing discretion by local supervisors over employment matters. On its face, of course, that is just the opposite of a uniform employment practice that would provide the commonality needed for a class action; it is a policy against having uniform employment practices.”).


56. See id. at 960.

57. See id. at 937–39, 968.

58. See id. at 899.
Under a negligence theory, Oppenheimer argued, an employer could be held liable when it “fails to take all reasonable steps to prevent discrimination that it knows or should know is occurring, or that it expects or should expect to occur.”\textsuperscript{59} This approach rests on recognition that Title VII created a statutory duty of care owed by employers to employees to prevent the harm of discrimination because of protected class status.\textsuperscript{60} To prove an employer’s liability for disparate treatment under a negligence theory, then, a plaintiff would be required to show “a mere failure [by the employer] to have thought critically before acting” rather than showing discriminatory intent.\textsuperscript{61} A negligence framework also “places the focus on the discrimination, not the motivation,” which offers the possibility of reaching structural discrimination directly.\textsuperscript{62} Indeed, as Oppenheimer suggested, adopting a negligence approach would allow liability in cases involving “unconscious, but wrongful, motivation,” without having to “squeeze [them] uncomfortably into an intentional tort analysis.”\textsuperscript{63}

Oppenheimer’s work has influenced scholars’ continued attempts to redress entrenched discrimination at work. Fifteen years later, Noah Zatz looked to the availability of employer liability under Title VII for harassment of employees by third parties to question the meaning of “intent to discriminate” under Title VII.\textsuperscript{64} The availability of negligence approaches within some aspects of Title VII led Zatz to question the doctrinal divide between disparate treatment and other legal theories of proof.\textsuperscript{65} More recent still, Richard Thompson Ford revisited and built upon a negligence framework, applying a legal realist lens, to propose a duty of care approach to structural discrimination at work.\textsuperscript{66} Ford argued that the doctrine of Title VII requires concrete answers to questions that defy precise proof—that the law’s requirement of “intent” and “causation” seek facts that are difficult to measure and verify objectively.\textsuperscript{67} Instead, Ford suggested, Title VII should more appropriately regulate a duty of care imposed on employers “to avoid decisions that undermine social equality,” not by redefining the legal definition of “intent” to meet social science advances, but instead by refining an employer’s duty not to undermine equality.\textsuperscript{68}

\textsuperscript{59} See id. at 900.  
\textsuperscript{60} See id. at 936, 948.  
\textsuperscript{61} See id. at 971.  
\textsuperscript{62} Id.  
\textsuperscript{63} Id. at 972.  
\textsuperscript{65} See id. at 1358.  
\textsuperscript{67} See id. at 1381, 1390–92.  
\textsuperscript{68} See id. at 1381, 1384, 1415–21. “[T]he law should replace the conceptually elusive goal of eliminating discrimination with the more concrete goal of requiring employers . . . to meet a duty of care to avoid unnecessarily perpetuating social segregation or hierarchy.” Id. at 1384.
As influential as it has been, Oppenheimer’s negligence approach was also, perhaps, ahead of its time in its effort to adapt Title VII doctrine to insights from social science research on implicit bias that were not well-known beyond academic circles in 1993. As a result, while its descriptive power holds true for much of Title VII, courts have largely failed to adopt a negligence approach in the context of disparate treatment, due to its apparent conflict with case law interpreting such claims to require proof of “intentional” discrimination. Oppenheimer’s work, however, raised the important question of what duty employers owe to employees. His negligence approach pushed back on the intent “requirement” entirely, instead offering a way to hold an employer entity responsible for its failure to meet its statutory duty to prevent discrimination in the workplace.

B. Vicarious Social Framework Model

A second highly influential theory, which this Article refers to as the “vicarious social framework model,” focuses on the social science of implicit bias and liability for discrimination based on the employer’s role in controlling its operation. In 1995, Linda Krieger paved the way for this theory in her groundbreaking article The Content of Our Categories. Since then, numerous scholars in both law and social science have contributed to its development and popularization.

69. See Jalal v. Columbia Univ., 4 F. Supp. 2d 224, 241 (S.D.N.Y. 1998) (“Title VII . . . provides no remedy for negligent discrimination.”); Aaron v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., No. 3:08 CV 1471, 2009 WL 803586, at *2 (N.D. Ohio Mar. 25, 2009) (stating that where the defendant “was merely ‘negligent’ in its hiring practices, [that] does not rise to the standard of intentional discrimination required by Title VII”); Sandra F. Sperino, Discrimination Statutes, the Common Law, and Proximate Cause, U. ILL. L. REV. 1, 13–14 (2013) (citing Aaron, 2009 WL 803586, at *2) (“To date, the courts have not embraced negligent discrimination as a basis for liability.”); Sandra F. Sperino, The Tort Label, 66 FLA. L. REV. 1051, 1074–75 (2014) (“To date, the courts have not embraced arguments that plaintiffs may establish a discrimination claim via a negligence analysis.”). But cf. Pippen v. Iowa, 854 N.W.2d 1, 18–19 (Iowa 2014) (“There is reason to believe that at least some members of the United States Supreme Court might be interested in negligence theory in the context of subjective decision-making. At oral argument in the Wal-Mart matter, Justice Kennedy and Chief Justice Roberts asked questions about whether the plaintiff was advancing a ‘notice theory,’ namely, that an employer aware of the discriminatory impact of its subjective practices may be liable under the Federal Civil Rights Act.”).

70. See Oppenheimer, supra note 54, at 971.

71. See Krieger, supra note 50.

Under the vicarious social framework approach, evidence on the operation of stereotypes and implicit biases—that is, biases and associations that affect our perceptions and judgments without our conscious awareness—is offered to create an inference of discrimination when workplace decisions have discriminatory results, yet the decision makers do not believe they harbor bias. Informed by deep social science research, Krieger proposed that evidence on the “biasing effects of social stereotypes, the tendency towards schematic information processing, the salience of race, gender, and other social categories, and the apparent automaticity of ingroup favoritism,” could create an inference that an adverse employment action taken against a member of a protected class may have been “contaminated by cognitive sources of intergroup bias.” This contamination, she argued, was enough to meet Title VII’s requirement that, to prove disparate treatment, a plaintiff must show that their protected classification was “a motivating factor” in the adverse employment decision, despite a lack of discriminatory purpose on the part of the decision maker. While Krieger agreed that “a negligence approach . . . would further Title VII’s purpose,” she focused on an employer’s “duty to identify and control for errors in social perception and judgment which inevitably occur, even among the well-intended.” This approach again pushed back on the formulation of disparate treatment as requiring “intent.” Disparate treatment occurred when bias infected an individual employment decision. Then, on a systemic level, the employer entity was vicariously responsible: because the employer controlled the decision-making structures in the workplace, it had a duty to prevent the operation of bias throughout the organization.

In the twenty years since Krieger’s article was published, a vast body of social science research has identified how employers can interrupt and correct for the cognitive or implicit biases Krieger identified. As a result, legal scholars

---


73. See Krieger, supra note 50, at 1186–90, 1241–44; Krieger & Fiske, supra note 72, at 1052–62.
74. See Krieger, supra note 50, at 1186–90, 1241–44.
75. See id.
76. Id. at 1245–47.
77. See id.
78. See infra Part.II.B.
and social scientists have combined research on bias with what is known as “social framework” evidence to allege systemic disparate treatment. This approach, made popular since the early 2000s by social scientists including William Bielby and Barbara Reskin, theorizes employer entity liability for the operation of implicit bias throughout an organization. To use a social framework approach, experts offer scientific testimony about how stereotypes and biases operate to impact individual employment decisions and how different types of organizational structures are more likely to either activate or control decision makers’ implicit biases. When combined with evidence that an employer adopted organizational structures more likely to activate implicit biases (for example, broad, unchecked subjective decision making), and data on disparities in the employer’s workforce by protected class (for example, that a disproportionate number of women are denied promotions), a factfinder can infer discriminatory intent on the part of the employer. The employer can then be held liable, the theory goes, for widespread disparate treatment when it fails to prevent or correct workplace structures infected with implicit bias.

A number of federal courts have upheld plaintiffs’ cases against challenges by employers where the plaintiff alleged discrimination using implicit bias evidence or under a vicarious social framework theory. Yet despite initial success, plaintiffs seeking to apply this approach now face an uphill battle. After growing in popularity and acceptance, both in practice and in the courts, the social framework piece of vicarious implicit bias theory has suffered a steady backlash from a small group of academics that oppose it, including the coiners

82. See Krieger & Fiske, supra note 72, at 1052–62.
83. See id.
84. See, e.g., Burns v. Johnson, 829 F.3d 1, 13 (1st Cir. 2016) (quoting Thomas v. Eastman Kodak Co., 183 F.3d 38, 61 (1st Cir. 1999)) (“As this circuit has repeatedly held, stereotyping, cognitive bias, and certain other ‘more subtle cognitive phenomena which can skew perception and judgments’ also fall within the ambit of Title VII’s prohibition.”); Thomas, 183 F.3d at 59 (“The Supreme Court has long recognized that unlawful discrimination can stem from stereotypes and other types of cognitive biases, as well as from conscious animus.”); Pitre v. W. Elec. Co., 843 F.2d 1262, 1265, 1272 (10th Cir. 1988); Equal Emp. Opportunity Comm’n v. Inland Marine Indust., 729 F.2d 1229, 1236 (9th Cir. 1984); Kimble v. Wis. Dept. of Workforce Dev., 690 F. Supp. 2d 765, 775–78 (E.D. Wis. 2010); Dow v. Donovan, 150 F. Supp. 2d, 249, 263–64 (D. Mass. 2001). But see, e.g., Tucker v. Ga. Dep’t of Pub. Safety, Civil Action No. CV208-33, 2009 WL 2135807, *6 (S.D. Ga. 2009) (“At least in this Circuit, a ‘subtle bias’ claim based on subconscious cognitive stereotypes is not tenable as a disparate treatment claim.”).
of the term “social frameworks.” An academic backlash in and of itself may pose no threat to a legal theory, but some federal courts have taken notice, including the Supreme Court in *Wal-Mart v. Dukes*. As discussed in Part II, while *Wal-Mart* addressed such evidence in the limited context of a class certification petition, the Court’s decision raised questions about the validity of the social framework approach more generally, the full impact of which remains to be seen.

C. Organizational Context Model

In a series of works starting in 2003, Tristin Green proposed a third important theory for systemic disparate treatment that aimed to shift liability to the employer entity more directly. Articulating what she called the “context model” for employment discrimination litigation, Green proposed that Title VII could “impose [a legal] obligation on employers not to facilitate discriminatory decision making in the workplace.” Green’s approach recognizes the operation of implicit bias and stereotypes, but focuses on the employer at the entity level directly. She frames the violation under Title VII as the employer entity’s organizational choices and creation of a work context that fosters biased employment decision making. In so doing, Green’s approach moves beyond concerns about the lack of fit between “unconscious” bias and “intentional” discrimination because the employer entity has acted intentionally when choosing its decision-making structures. As Green explains, it is a mistake to conflate individual manager decisions with “the employer wrong,” which, she argues, “lies less in the individual decisionmaker’s action than in the employer’s structuring of a work environment that facilitates bias in the individual decisionmaker’s action.” As such, Title VII can hold employer entities “responsible for their causal role” in systemic disparate treatment directly, not


86. See *Wal-Mart*, 564 U.S. at 375 n.8.


90. See id.

91. Id. at 897–98.

92. Id.
merely vicariously liable for the acts of individual supervisors or decision makers.

In focusing on the entity level, Green’s approach also allows Title VII to reach the contextual and cultural ways in which bias is fostered in the workplace. Rather than being a “passive bystander,” Green argues, an employer intentionally creates a “distinct organizational ‘ethos’ [that] serve[s] as the basis for employer responsibility for the wrong of structural discrimination.”93 Individual supervisors make decisions within a work culture that the employer entity controls. As Green explains, “one can accept that implicit biases have been ‘programmed into our brains by overarching societal influences’ and at the same time expect employers to refrain from creating work environments that facilitate the operation of those biases in workplace decisionmaking.”94 The entity itself “necessarily shape[s]” the context within which individual decision makers act, so, if “disparate treatment is widespread within an organization . . . the entity is directly liable for producing that disparate treatment.”95

Green’s organizational context model moves beyond individuals to focus on entity-wide discrimination, which may allow plaintiffs to more easily overcome the hurdle of proving “intent.” As Green argues, and as described more fully in Part II, below, the existing framework of proof for “pattern-or-practice” cases of systemic disparate treatment (established in the 1977 Supreme Court cases of International Brotherhood of Teamsters v. United States and Hazelwood School District v. United States) requires nothing more than circumstantial evidence of a significant workplace disparity by protected class that, if left unexplained by the employer, creates an inference of intentional discrimination.96 Under existing doctrine, employees can demonstrate such disparities with statistical, social science, and anecdotal evidence.97 Yet, in practice, as bias has become more subtle and covert over time, it has become less likely that a court will make that inference. As Green herself has documented, over the past decade, the promise of Title VII to reach organizational responsibility has been hampered by the courts’ shift to viewing systemic disparate treatment cases as a mere “aggregation” of individual claims of biased

93. Id. at 889–90, 890 n.148.
94. Id. at 899–900.
96. See Hazelwood Sch. Dist. v. United States, 433 U.S. 299 (1977); Int’l Bhd. of Teamsters v. United States, 431 U.S. 324 (1977); Green, The Future of Systemic Disparate Treatment Law, supra note 87, at 446–47 (“[S]ystemic disparate treatment law does not require plaintiffs to present social science testimony to the effect that particular organizational or institutional features either are producing or did produce the observed disparity. Plaintiffs need only prove widespread disparate treatment within the organization, and social science testimony can be used to help make that showing.”); infra Part III.A.1.
treatment by biased supervisors. The organization itself, this view goes, is innocent of wrongdoing, and seeking to hold the entity responsible for systemic disparate treatment is like punishing the entity for being a mere “conduit” of societal biases. Thus, while Green’s model offers both an argument to hold the employer entity directly liable for its own actions and a mechanism to do so supported by Title VII, it, too, has suffered from a narrow judicial interpretation.

Despite the explanatory power of and statutory support for all three foundational theories for redressing implicit bias at work, as a normative matter, federal courts appear loathe to recognize that an employer entity has an affirmative duty to prevent, a responsibility to correct, or even an obligation not to perpetuate such bias. Yet the social science on implicit bias and its impact on subjective decision making—a system on which most employers rely extensively—remain compelling, and the resulting inequity remains a problem that Title VII must reach. To do so requires both reviving the key role of social science evidence in employment discrimination law and theorizing a frame for employer-entity responsibility to which federal courts may be more receptive, an effort to which the following Parts now turn.

II.

DISPARATE TREATMENT IN THE WAKE OF WAL-MART V. DUKES

The U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in the 2011 case Wal-Mart v. Dukes has hampered the initial success of existing theories articulating liability under Title VII for the operation of implicit bias at work. A close analysis of the Wal-Mart decision reveals, however, that courts need not and should not throw the baby—vast and reliable social science data on stereotypes and implicit bias—out with the bathwater—the now seemingly disfavored “social framework” theory of proving systemic disparate treatment. This Part discusses the Wal-Mart holding and subsequent scholarship that attempts to make sense of its impact. It then provides a brief survey of cases decided in the five years after Wal-Mart to illustrate how courts continue to rely on implicit bias and stereotyping evidence. Thus, despite the setback to the social framework model of litigation, the social science research on bias remains as robust as ever, able to serve as the foundation for a recklessness framework.

A. What Wal-Mart v. Dukes Did and Did Not Hold

In its 2011 decision in Wal-Mart v. Dukes, the Supreme Court rejected class certification of a group of plaintiffs alleging, among other claims, systemic
disparate treatment. The plaintiffs sought to certify a class of current and former female Wal-Mart employees who had experienced sex discrimination in pay and promotion. Plaintiffs alleged that the employer was aware of widespread and unchecked subjective decision making that resulted in discrimination against female employees. The *Wal-Mart* decision reached the Supreme Court on a motion for class certification; thus, the only decision before the Court was whether the plaintiffs met the requirements of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23 to certify a class action. When answering this question and considering Rule 23’s requirement of “commonality” (whether there are questions of fact or law common to the potential class members), the Court dealt a blow to the implicit bias social framework theory of proof more generally. In a divided majority opinion written by Justice Antonin Scalia, the Court rejected plaintiffs’ expert William Bielby’s social framework evidence. The Court noted that because Bielby could not specify what percentage of decisions at the company were infected by implicit bias, the expert testimony “[did] nothing to advance [the plaintiffs’] case” and the Court could “safely disregard” it. Ultimately, the Court viewed the claims as lacking the necessary commonality to support class certification because they sought to aggregate the harms of “literally millions of employment decisions at once . . . [w]ithout some glue holding the alleged reasons for all those decisions together.”

In *Wal-Mart’s* aftermath, scholars were near-unanimous in their interpretation of the case as a significant obstacle to future claims of systemic disparate treatment. Indeed, the decision effectively ended one common route for pursuing employment discrimination class actions: seeking back pay while certified under Rule 23(b)(2). Moreover, over a dissent by Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg on the issue of commonality, the Court majority disparaged an evidentiary route that had been gaining popularity among plaintiffs’ counsel: using implicit bias and social framework evidence to prove intentional employment discrimination.

101.  See id. at 352–57.
102.  See id.
103.  See id.
104.  See id.
105.  See id. at 354.
106.  See id. at 352.
108.  See *Wal-Mart*, 564 U.S. at 360–62. Even the dissenting justices agreed with this piece of the holding. See id. at 368–70 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting).
109.  See id. at 352–62.
While Wal-Mart cast doubt on the role of social framework evidence, three important caveats limit its potential impact on future employment discrimination cases. First, as mentioned above, these issues were only examined in the case of a class certification petition. Thus, while the Court held it could “disregard” Bielby’s evidence, it did so only in the context of determining whether the class had common issues of law or fact, and not in any substantive holding on the underlying merits of the case.110 Second, and importantly, the Court did not reject the validity of the scientific research upon which Bielby’s expert testimony was based—the science of how implicit bias and stereotyping operate and how different types of workplace structures allow bias to infect employment decisions.111 Instead, the Court rejected the evidence because it failed to prove that individual decision makers applied discretion in a consistently discriminatory manner.112 As scholars have noted, the majority ignored that plaintiffs offered this evidence as general causal proof, to support an inference of discrimination in the absence of a justification for observed disparities.113 Third, the plaintiffs alleged a pattern or practice of discrimination across a massive nationwide company affecting 1.5 million class members, which was the largest class action ever attempted.114 Thus plaintiffs can, and do, continue to use implicit bias evidence to help create an inference of discrimination in cases that can be distinguished from the behemoth Wal-Mart case.115

Nevertheless, the decision leaves an open question about how plaintiffs may prove systemic disparate treatment going forward. In a symposium on the future of pattern-or-practice cases in the wake of Wal-Mart, Michael Selmi, Noah Zatz, and Tristin Green, in separate pieces, each identified the source of the problem. After Wal-Mart, plaintiffs would have to identify a way to hold an employer entity liable for class-wide intentional discrimination based on individual supervisors’ decisions infected with implicit bias.116 Selmi suggested that future cases would need a more “coherent narrative” of discrimination, and Zatz described the need for greater “connective tissue”—what Justice Scalia referred to as “the glue,” for plaintiffs to prevail.117 Echoing her earlier work, Green expressed concern that the Court had moved away from foundational Title

110. See id.
111. See id.
112. See id. at 354–55 (stating that it was unnecessary to consider whether the evidence met the Daubert standard because it did “nothing to advance” plaintiffs’ case).
114. See Wal-Mart, 564 U.S. at 342–46.
117. See Selmi, supra note 116, at 481; Zatz, supra note 116, at 388, 391.
VII pattern-or-practice precedent, which allow courts to hold employer entities responsible for creating the context in which systemic disparate treatment occurs, rather than merely vicariously as an “aggregation” of individual decisions. 118 While the sheer size of the Wal-Mart class has allowed plaintiffs in a handful of subsequent cases to distinguish themselves from the decision, 119 the problem remains: how to theorize entity liability under Title VII to reach the structural discrimination that results when implicit bias infects workplace decision making.

B. Case Law on Implicit Bias and Stereotyping After Wal-Mart v. Dukes

In the wake of the Wal-Mart decision, it is possible that the Court’s ruling against the way in which plaintiffs used the scientific evidence on bias might unfairly cast a larger pall over the reliability and importance of such evidence in general. A basic survey of Title VII cases decided by federal courts in the wake of Wal-Mart reveals that the bark—the decision’s potential impact on the future of implicit bias evidence—may have been bigger than its bite. Of the roughly twenty-seven hundred federal court cases citing the Wal-Mart decision in the five years after it was announced, only twenty-one make reference to Dr. Bielby, social frameworks, or implicit bias. 120 Of those cases, only fifteen engage in discussion of evidence or class certification in the context of employment claims—eight cases distinguish the Wal-Mart case, 121 and only seven cases (including one subsequent proceeding in Wal-Mart) rely on Wal-Mart to either limit class certification in part or exclude some piece of plaintiffs’ evidence. 122 And, while thirty-two additional cases citing Wal-Mart reference the related
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118. See Green, The Future of Systemic Disparate Treatment Law, supra note 87, at 397; Green, supra note 97, at 74–84.


120. The Wal-Mart decision was announced on June 20, 2011. Results from a Westlaw search conducted August 20, 2016 (within all Key Cite results for Wal-Mart v. Dukes, all federal cases, search for: (“social framework!” or “Bielby” or “implicit bias” or “cognitive bias”)).


concept of stereotypes or stereotyping, only four resulted in limitations on plaintiffs’ employment claims. Moreover, in the five years after the *Wal-Mart* decision, nearly eight hundred other federal court cases involving Title VII referenced implicit bias or stereotyping without citing to the *Wal-Mart* case at all—meaning that case law has continued to engage with the social science of bias in the context of cases involving individuals or smaller classes.

Importantly, in the case most similar to *Wal-Mart* itself—a systemic disparate treatment case pled using a similar evidentiary approach—the District Court for the Northern District of California upheld plaintiffs’ class certification. In *Ellis v. Costco*, the District Court relied in part on the very implicit bias research that the Supreme Court had called into question in *Wal-Mart* to certify the plaintiffs’ class. Approximately seven hundred Costco employees sought certification for a class action alleging sex discrimination in promotion. As part of their case, the plaintiffs introduced expert testimony by sociologist Barbara Reskin to show “that Costco’s culture foster[ed] and reinforc[ed] stereotyped thinking, which allow[ed] gender bias to infuse the promotion process from the top down.” She based her testimony on “a social framework analysis, examining Costco’s personnel and promotion policies and practices in the context of social science literature.” The court found Reskin’s evidence “persuasive” to support commonality in the case—“that Costco operate[d] under a common, companywide promotion system.” Yet the Court noted that there was additional evidence to support such a holding, including a smaller, more concentrated number of managers involved in promotion decisions. Thus, “[u]nlike in [*Wal-Mart v. Dukes*], the evidence of Costco’s culture [was] just one component among many pieces of persuasive evidence of companywide practices and policies that support[ed] a finding of commonality.”

Reflecting upon a recent survey of relevant cases decided in its wake, the validity and importance of scientific research on implicit bias and stereotyping

---


124. Results from a Westlaw search conducted August 20, 2016 (within all federal cases, decided since June 20, 2011, search for: (“implicit bias” or “cognitive bias” or stereotyp!) & “Title VII”). For further discussion of stereotyping and the relationship between implicit bias and stereotyping, see Bornstein, *Unifying Antidiscrimination Law*, *supra* note 33, at 938–39.
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remains strong, even after the Wal-Mart decision. In Wal-Mart, the Supreme Court rejected the purpose for which the evidence was used, not the validity of the evidence itself\(^{132}\)—thus leaving the door open for a legal theory that uses such evidence to create direct entity liability for systemic disparate treatment.

III.

THEORIZING RECKLESS DISCRIMINATION

As described in Part I, each of the three most prominent models of employer liability for systemic disparate treatment has provided key building blocks for reaching structural discrimination in the workplace. Yet, to date, federal courts have not wholly endorsed any of the three. This Part aims to offer an additional path by theorizing a model for “reckless discrimination,” under which an employer who is sufficiently reckless toward the risk and consequences of implicit bias in its workplace may, in some circumstances, be liable for intentional disparate treatment.

A. Intent and Recklessness

Building a framework for “reckless discrimination” requires an examination of the concepts of intent and recklessness in both tort and antidiscrimination law, as well as the intersection of the two.\(^{133}\)

1. Intent Under Title VII

Since shortly after Title VII’s passage, courts and scholars have debated to what extent the statute requires “intent” to discriminate and how to define “intent” in this context. Given such vast scholarship,\(^ {134}\) this Article starts from the reality that—despite the absence of the word “intent” from the statute’s operative sections and whether right or wrong as a matter of jurisprudence—federal case law interpreting Title VII disparate treatment currently requires proof of “intentional discrimination.”\(^ {135}\) The question then is how to meet this “intent” requirement.


\(^{133}\) While the concept of recklessness appears in criminal law as well, I have omitted a discussion of criminal recklessness because it is less applicable to employment discrimination. See Geoffrey Christopher Rapp, The Wreckage of Recklessness, 86 WASH. U. L. REV. 111, 114 n.7 (2009) (noting that because of the “so-called rule of lenity,” whereby “punitive laws ought to be interpreted to provide maximum protection to the accused[,] . . . criminal law has a built-in mechanism for resolving . . . disputes [over] . . . the fine lines between recklessness, negligence, and intentional tort” that tort law lacks).

\(^{134}\) A recent Westlaw search resulted in over 4,600 cases and over 2,100 journal and law review articles discussing intentional discrimination or intent to discriminate under Title VII, dating back to 1967. Results from a Westlaw search conducted August 20, 2016 (within all federal materials, search for: (“intentional discrimination” or “intent to discriminate”) w/20 “Title VII”).

\(^{135}\) See, e.g., Charles A. Sullivan, Tortifying Employment Discrimination, 92 B.U. L. REV. 1431, 1450–51 (2012) (“There is no principle more basic to Title VII . . . than that the disparate treatment
Reflecting upon the inordinate amount of time and ink devoted to this issue over the past fifty years, two principles are clear. First, Title VII prohibits many forms of discrimination without requiring proof of a decision maker’s discriminatory intent.136 Indeed, only one of the four major theories for proving unlawful discrimination under Title VII has been interpreted by the Court to require intent.137 Second, for the legal theory under Title VII that does require intentional discrimination—disparate treatment—there is no universal definition of, and there is more than one way to prove, “intent.”138 By design and interpretation, proof of “intent” to discriminate under Title VII is a flexible concept that has been adapted and modernized over time.139

As noted previously, the key text of Title VII that defines unlawful employment practices makes no mention of intent.140 In the section of the statute defining unlawful “employer practices,” the statute prohibits employers from (1) discriminating in hiring, firing, compensation, and “terms, conditions, or privileges of employment” and (2) limiting or classifying employees or applicants “in any way which would . . . tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or . . . adversely affect his status” at work “because of” the individual’s protected classification.141 In one of the earliest Supreme Court decisions to interpret and apply Title VII, the 1971 case Griggs v. Duke Power Co., the Court held that discriminatory effects of employer practices could be actionable under Title VII even without evidence of the employer’s intent to discriminate.142 As the Court explained, Congress’s statutory intent in Title VII was “plain” from the statute’s text: “to achieve equality of employment

theory requires ‘intent to discriminate.’ The term ‘intentional discrimination’ appears multiple times in Supreme Court opinions and has been used literally thousands of times in the lower courts.”).


137. See infra notes 140–68 and accompanying text.

138. See St. Mary’s Honor Ctr. v. Hicks, 509 U.S. 502, 506–10 (1993) (discussing how prima facie proof will vary); McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792, 804–06 (1973) (same); Sullivan, supra note 135, at 1450–51 (describing how the Supreme Court has alternately spoken of “intent,” “motive,” “discriminatory purpose,” and “animus,”” when describing the requirement that disparate treatment be “intentional”); Sperino, Discrimination Statutes, the Common Law, and Proximate Cause, supra note 69, at 38 (“Scholars disagree on whether disparate treatment cases require a showing of intent, both as a descriptive and a normative matter. Even if it is possible to say that, as a descriptive matter, courts require plaintiffs to establish intent in disparate treatment cases, this intent standard is itself inconsistent.”).

139. See, e.g., Ford, supra note 66, at 1383, 1396–403 (discussing the challenge of defining discriminatory intent and noting that, at best, one can only have “a conception or impression of discrimination” because “[d]iscrimination is not a fact in and of itself; it is a narrative, an interpretation”); Michael J. Zimmer, A Chain of Inferences Proving Discrimination, 79 U. COLO. L. REV. 1243, 1248, 1289–94 (2008).

140. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a)(1)–(2) (2012). One reference to intent was added to Title VII by the Civil Rights Act of 1991, which made compensatory and punitive damages available “against a respondent who engaged in unlawful intentional discrimination (not an employment practice that is unlawful because of its disparate impact).” § 1981a(a)(1).

141. § 2000e-2(a)(1)–(2).

opportunities and remove barriers that . . . operate[]" to advantage one group of employees over another. 143 Thus an employer’s practices “even neutral in terms of intent” were not beyond Title VII’s reach: “good intent or absence of discriminatory intent does not redeem employment procedures . . . that operate as ‘built-in headwinds’ for minority groups and are unrelated to measuring job capability.” 144 When Congress drafted Title VII, the Court explained, it “directed the thrust of the Act to the consequences of employment practices, not simply the motivation.” 145 In this early case establishing what is known as the disparate impact theory for proving unlawful discrimination, the Court made clear that, in the statutory text of Title VII as written, Congress did not impose a requirement of discriminatory intent. 146

Two years later, in 1973’s McDonnell Douglas v. Green, the Court articulated the alternative to disparate impact—the disparate treatment theory of proof for discrimination, which is now commonly understood to require proof of an employer’s discriminatory intent. 147 Where a plaintiff lacks direct evidence of bias and the employer denies discriminatory motivation, the plaintiff can prove intent through circumstantial evidence using a three-phase, burden-shifting mechanism. 148

First, the plaintiff makes out a prima facie case that would knock out the most obvious reasons for the adverse employment decision—for example, that she was unqualified, performing poorly, or did not apply for the job or promotion (phase 1). 149 The employer can then articulate its legitimate, non-discriminatory reason for taking the adverse employment action against the plaintiff (phase 2), after which the plaintiff can rebut the employer’s assertion as a pretext (phase 3), thus allowing the court to infer discriminatory intent. 150

In two cases decided in 1977, International Brotherhood of Teamsters v. United States and Hazelwood School District v. United States, the Court explained how a group of plaintiffs alleging a class-wide or systemic claim of disparate treatment could prove that an employer engaged in a pattern or practice of intentional discrimination, also through circumstantial evidence. 151 To do so, plaintiffs must provide statistical evidence documenting a significant disparity by protected classification in some element of the employer’s workforce; if the

143. Id. at 429–30.
144. Id. at 430, 432.
145. Id. at 432.
146. See Oppenheimer, supra note 54, at 919.
149. See id.
employer cannot rebut the statistics or provide an alternative explanation, the court may infer intentional discrimination.\textsuperscript{152}

Over time, as courts continued to interpret and apply Title VII, two additional theories of proof developed—harassment (considered a sub-type of disparate treatment) and accommodation—neither of which require proof of discriminatory intent to establish entity-level liability.\textsuperscript{153} Harassment law first developed in the context of a racially hostile work environment, in which the Court recognized that harassing an employee on the basis of a protected classification could amount to disparate treatment in the terms and conditions of work.\textsuperscript{154} In the 1980s, the Court extended the theory to discrimination because of sex, first recognizing the quid pro quo form of sexual harassment, and later extending the hostile work environment theory to any protected classification.\textsuperscript{155}

In two cases decided in 1998, \textit{Faragher v. City of Boca Raton}\textsuperscript{156} and \textit{Burlington Industries, Inc. v. Ellerth},\textsuperscript{157} the Court placed an affirmative duty on employers to prevent and correct harassment based on a protected class. The Court established that an employer entity may be held strictly liable for the harassing behavior of its supervisors regardless of proof of intent, subject to an affirmative defense.\textsuperscript{158} Where a co-worker or third party perpetrated the harassment, a plaintiff need only prove employer negligence, still far less than intent to discriminate.\textsuperscript{159} As David Oppenheimer described it, in the context of harassment doctrine, employer liability is “based not on an intent to do wrong but rather on a failure to do right.”\textsuperscript{160}

Likewise, for religion and, to some extent, pregnancy, Title VII places a duty on an employer to affirmatively accommodate employee differences.\textsuperscript{161} An employee may prove disparate treatment in these circumstances by showing the employer entity failed to meet this duty to accommodate, regardless of any intent or bias toward the employee’s religion or pregnancy.\textsuperscript{162} These affirmative duties Title VII places on employers prove that, beyond just disparate impact, discriminatory intent is decidedly not required to establish certain forms of liability.\textsuperscript{163} Thus, of the four major theories for proving unlawful discrimination
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\textsuperscript{152} Teamsters, 431 U.S. at 325, 339; \textit{Hazelwood}, 433 U.S. at 307–09, 361; see also Selmi, \textit{supra} note 116, at 500–01(describing application of this theory to the Wal-Mart case).

\textsuperscript{153} See Oppenheimer, \textit{supra} note 54, at 936, 944.


\textsuperscript{156} 524 U.S. 775, 780, 792 (1998).

\textsuperscript{157} \textit{Ellerth}, 524 U.S. at 759.

\textsuperscript{158} \textit{Faragher}, 524 U.S. at 791–92, 798, 804; \textit{Ellerth}, 524 U.S. at 756, 765.

\textsuperscript{159} See \textit{Zatz}, \textit{supra} note 64, at 1364.

\textsuperscript{160} See \textit{Oppenheimer}, \textit{supra} note 54, at 950.


\textsuperscript{163} See \textit{Oppenheimer}, \textit{supra} note 54, at 950, 967; \textit{Zatz}, \textit{supra} note 64, at 1374–75.
under Title VII—disparate treatment, disparate impact, harassment, and failure to accommodate—the Court has interpreted only disparate treatment to require intent.

In disparate treatment cases, proof of intent to discriminate can be established using circumstantial evidence to disprove the employer’s claim that it lacked discriminatory intent. This proof structure opens the door for a definition of intent that goes well beyond a decision maker’s conscious choice to act in a biased manner.\(^{164}\) If, for example, a supervisor assumes incorrectly that a male employee is better suited for a promotion than a female employee, the female employee may prove intentional discrimination even though the supervisor would say he did not intend to disadvantage the female candidate.\(^{165}\)

In this way, “intent to discriminate” under Title VII can include an intentional, volitional act that results in discriminatory consequences—what Noah Zatz identified as “class membership enter[ing] the causal chain.”\(^{166}\) What is more, after the Civil Rights Act of 1991 amended Title VII, a plaintiff’s protected classification need not be the only explanation for the adverse employment action: it must only be a “motivating factor” in a claim of disparate treatment.\(^{167}\)

Thus a plaintiff alleging disparate treatment may now articulate what Michael Zimmer described as a “chain of inferences leading to a finding of discrimination.”\(^{168}\)

Court decisions focused on the issue of discriminatory intent under Title VII bear out this broad and flexible approach. A plaintiff may prove intent to discriminate under Title VII by offering evidence that the decision maker’s stated reason for the adverse action is not entitled to credence.\(^{169}\) The court may infer discriminatory intent because the employer’s stated reason is untruthful or inaccurate—for example, the person selected for the promotion was not, objectively, more qualified than the plaintiff. Alternatively, the court may infer discriminatory intent because, even if truthful, the stated reason did not actually motivate or does not justify the adverse action—for example, the employer fired the plaintiff for a seemingly trivial reason.\(^{170}\)

\(^{164}\) See Krieger, supra note 50, at 1176.

\(^{165}\) See, e.g., Lust v. Sealy, Inc., 383 F.3d 580, 582–84, 591 (7th Cir. 2004) (reducing punitive damages but upholding a jury verdict in favor of a female plaintiff who was passed over for promotion “because she had children and [her supervisor] didn’t think she’d want to relocate her family, though she hadn’t told him that”).

\(^{166}\) See Zatz, supra note 64, at 1377.


\(^{168}\) See Zimmer, supra note 139, at 1243, 1266.


\(^{170}\) See Reeves, 530 U.S. at 147; Dews v. A.B. Dick Co., 231 F.3d 1016, 1021 (6th Cir. 2000) (“A plaintiff can demonstrate pretext by showing that the proffered reason (1) has no basis in fact, (2) did not actually motivate the defendant’s challenged conduct, or (3) was insufficient to warrant the challenged conduct.”); Zimmer, supra note 139, at 1272.
In one recent case, a plaintiff survived summary judgment on his claim of intentional race discrimination by showing that his minor dispute with a coworker did not justify his termination from a job he had performed for nine years. In another, a Court of Appeals upheld a jury verdict for a plaintiff on her claim of intentional sex discrimination where she showed that she did, in fact, have her paramedic’s license, despite her employer’s claim that not obtaining the license led to her suspension and ultimate termination.

In a class-wide disparate treatment case, a court infers that an employer is engaged in a pattern or practice of intentional discrimination when the employer fails to rebut or explain away the plaintiffs’ statistical proof. In a recent case decided after Wal-Mart v. Dukes, plaintiffs succeeded in obtaining certification for a pattern-or-practice intentional sex discrimination class based on the employer’s culture and practices of discretionary promotion decisions resulting in qualified women receiving disproportionately fewer promotions than men—evidence that the employer’s expert could not explain away satisfactorily. In this way, the intent requirement for alleging disparate treatment under Title VII is more accurately described as an “inferred intent” requirement: courts have never required a Title VII plaintiff to provide either direct proof or proof of animus to succeed on an “intentional” disparate treatment claim.

To be sure, at least some members of the current Roberts Court would likely reject this characterization of inferred intent. As described in Part II, above, and as Michael Selmi has observed, the Court majority in Wal-Mart v. Dukes may have raised the bar for what is needed to prove a pattern or practice of intentional discrimination, beyond just statistics and anecdotal evidence that support an

171. Wheat v. Fifth Third Bank, 785 F.3d 230, 241 (6th Cir. 2015) (“A jury could reasonably conclude that each of the rationales proposed by the defendant for its decision to fire [the plaintiff] either had no basis in fact, did not actually motivate the defendant’s decision, or was insufficient to warrant the challenged conduct. [The plaintiff] thus has . . . raised the specter that those rationales were merely pretextual.”).

172. Smith v. City of New Smyrna Beach, 588 Fed. App’x 965, 977–78 (11th Cir. 2014) (“[T]he jury could have inferred that the City’s reasons for [plaintiff]’s termination were pretextual. The City justified [her] suspension, which then led to her termination, by stating that she was no longer qualified, but evidence at trial indicated that [she] could have continued working as a firefighter/EMT and that she presented her EMT license to the City.”).


inference of discrimination. Justice Scalia was notoriously hostile to the disparate impact theory of liability under Title VII except as a way to “smoke out” hidden intentional discrimination, a position shared by like-minded Justices on the current Court. In the context of Equal Protection doctrine, the Court defines intentional discrimination as more purposive and does not recognize a disparate impact theory of discrimination against governmental (as opposed to private) actors. Scholars have noted the potential for such skepticism to impact the Court’s vision of intent under Title VII doctrine as well.

That said, based on the actual statutory text of Title VII—which sweeps more broadly than the Equal Protection clause—and decades of precedent interpreting and applying it, “intent to discriminate” under Title VII is its own animal. Proving intentional disparate treatment under Title VII requires no more than showing that a protected classification entered into the process of an adverse employment decision—a showing that can be inferred from circumstantial evidence.

2. Intent and Recklessness in Tort Law

Because of its connection to an employer’s behavior toward applicants and employees, the concept of intent in Title VII bears resemblance to issues of negligence, intent, and recklessness in tort law. The basic tort of negligence allows plaintiffs to recover for damages when they are owed a duty of care that
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176. See supra Part II.A; Selmi, supra note 116, at 500–01.
177. See Ricci v. DeStefano, 557 U.S. 557, 595–96 (2009) (Scalia, J., concurring) (citations omitted) (“It might be possible to defend the law [of disparate impact] by framing it as simply an evidentiary tool to identify genuine, intentional discrimination—to ‘smoke out,’ as it were, disparate treatment. . . . But arguably the disparate-impact provisions sweep too broadly to be fairly characterized in such a fashion.”); see also Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes, 564 U.S. 338, 354–55 (2011) (Scalia, J., writing for the majority) (“[L]eft to their own devices most managers in any corporation . . . would select sex-neutral, performance-based criteria for hiring and promotion that produce no actionable disparity at all.”).
178. See, e.g., Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affairs v. Inclusive Comtys. Project, 135 S. Ct. 2507, 2526–28 (2015) (Thomas, J. dissenting) (“We should drop the pretense that Griggs’ interpretation of Title VII was legitimate. . . . Under any fair reading of the text, there can be no doubt that the Title VII enacted by Congress did not permit disparate-impact claims.”); Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 551 U.S. 701, 748 (2007) (Roberts, C.J.) (“The way to stop discrimination on the basis of race is to stop discriminating on the basis of race.”).
180. See Sullivan, supra note 135, at 1452–53 (quoting Feeney, 442 U.S. at 269) (citing Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 676–77 (2009)) (describing how many scholars believe the Court carries over its Equal Protection jurisprudence on intent to the context of Title VII, including the view of “discriminatory purpose” as acting with “more than intent as volition or . . . awareness of consequences”—as acting “because of,” not merely “in spite of” . . . adverse effects upon an identifiable group”).
181. Compare the thirteen-word Equal Protection Clause’s “No state shall . . . deny to any person . . . the equal protection of the laws,” U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1, to the 13,000-word full statutory scheme enacted by Title VII, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e (2012).
has been breached.\textsuperscript{182} Establishing negligence requires a plaintiff to prove the elements of duty, breach, causation (both in fact and proximate), and damages.\textsuperscript{183} Where a party owes a general duty of care to another, it is a “duty of reasonable care under the circumstances.”\textsuperscript{184} A breach giving rise to liability for negligence occurs where the party owing the duty “falls short of such care,” by, for example, “conduct that is unreasonably risky.”\textsuperscript{185} To prove that the breach caused the damages giving rise to the claim, a typical tort plaintiff must prove that the breach was both the “cause in fact,” without which there would be no harm, and a reasonably foreseeable “proximate cause” that bears some relation to the resulting harm.\textsuperscript{186} Requiring both “but for” and proximate cause means that “the defendant’s conduct not only in fact caused the plaintiff’s harm but that it was a reasonably significant cause,” as opposed to the harm being an unforeseeable “fortuitous” result of negligence or the defendant’s conduct being an insignificant cause among other more significant causes.\textsuperscript{187}

As described in Part I, some legal scholars, most notably David Oppenheimer, have articulated a theory of employment discrimination as negligence: Title VII creates a duty on employers to prevent discrimination, so when discrimination occurs, the employer has breached this duty and is liable.\textsuperscript{188} As Oppenheimer convincingly demonstrates, Title VII jurisprudence reflects the view that employers have clear duties in the context of claims alleging sexual harassment, accommodation, and even disparate impact.\textsuperscript{189} For individual and class disparate treatment claims, however, the affirmative duty on employers is less clear. Because disparate treatment has been characterized as “intentional” discrimination, courts have yet to adopt the negligence framework, holding, instead, that disparate treatment requires more than mere negligence on the part of the employer.\textsuperscript{190}

The most obvious alternative comparison in tort, then, is the higher standard of purposefulness required to make out an “intentional tort.” Under the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{182} See DAN B. DOBBS, THE LAW OF TORTS § 114 (WEST 2000); RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS §§ 281–82 (AM. LAW INST. 1965).
\item \textsuperscript{183} DOBBS, supra note 182, § 114.
\item \textsuperscript{184} Id. § 115.
\item \textsuperscript{185} Id. § 115(1).
\item \textsuperscript{186} Id. §§ 114–15. While I use this simplified definition of “proximate cause” for clarity and ease, note that even within tort law itself, it has been defined and applied inconsistently. See Sperino, Discrimination Statutes, the Common Law, and Proximate Cause, supra note 69, at 6–10.
\item \textsuperscript{187} DOBBS, supra note 182, § 115.
\item \textsuperscript{188} See Oppenheimer, supra note 54, at 967; Zatz, supra note 64, at 1364; supra Part I.A.
\item \textsuperscript{189} See Oppenheimer, supra note 54, at 967–69; supra Part I.A.
\item \textsuperscript{190} See Sperino, The Tort Label, supra note 69, at 1075 (citing Aaron v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., No. 3:08CV1471, 2009 WL 803586, at *2 (N.D. Ohio Mar. 25, 2009); Jalal v. Columbia Univ., 4 F. Supp. 2d 224, 241 (S.D.N.Y. 1998)) (“To date, the courts have not embraced arguments that plaintiffs may establish a discrimination claim via a negligence analysis.”); see also Jalal, 4 F. Supp. 2d at 241 (“Title VII . . . provides no remedy for negligent discrimination.”); Aaron, 2009 WL 803586, at *2 (being ‘merely ‘negligent’ . . . does not rise to the standard of intentional discrimination required by Title VII.”).
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Third Restatement of Torts, to be guilty of an intentional tort—for example, battery—a tort victim must show that the person committing the tort acts either “with the purpose of producing that consequence” or “knowing that the consequence is substantially certain to result.”191 Intentional torts can arise even if the tortfeasor did not set out to accomplish the results of the tort: if the tortfeasor goes ahead with his action, despite knowing that its “consequences are certain, or substantially certain to result,” then “he is treated by the law as if he had in fact desired to produce the result.”192 Like intent in Title VII, intent in tort focuses on a specific subjective state of mind that is proven through inference from objective evidence,193 and intentional torts require neither a bad motive nor consciousness that an act is a legal wrong.194

Yet the “substantial certainty” test for tortious intent sets a significantly higher bar than the inferred intent allowed in Title VII disparate treatment. As torts scholar Dan Dobbs explains, “even a very high risk” that a consequence will occur is not enough for an intentional tort, which requires that the specific harm against the plaintiff was substantially certain at the time and place it occurred.195 Intent and negligence in tort are also “mutually exclusive” and opposed concepts: intent focuses on the actor’s purposeful state of mind in taking an act rather than on any consideration of the outward act itself.196 For example, if a driver hits a mailbox, he may only be liable of an intentional tort if he veered off the road on purpose to hit the mailbox or knowing that it was substantially certain he would do so, otherwise he may be negligent; he cannot be both. In contrast, discrimination under Title VII reflects and incorporates both concepts—a concern for both the action and the motivation.

Because of its narrow focus on purposeful state of mind, tortious intent fails to capture the full range of inferred intent allowed in Title VII disparate treatment claims.197 This mismatch invites comparison to what serves as a middle ground
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191. RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS § 1 (AM. LAW INST. 2005); accord DOBBS, supra note 182, § 124.
192. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 8A, cmt. b (AM. LAW INST. 1965); see also RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS § 1, cmt. c (AM. LAW INST. 2005) (“[K]nowledge that harm is substantially certain to result is sufficient to show that the harm is intentional even in the absence of a purpose to bring about that harm.”). Because of the relative newness of the Third Restatement of Torts and the fact that it, “while accepting the . . . definition of intent incorporated into § 8A of the Restatement Second of Torts, differs from [it]” slightly, id. at cmt. A, I refer to both versions of the Restatement in my discussion of intent.
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197. Other scholars may disagree with my formulation here and characterize the concept of intent in tort to be broader—not narrower—than intent in Title VII. See, e.g., Sandra F. Sperino, Let’s Pretend Discrimination is a Tort, 75 OHIO ST. L.J. 1107, 1114–17 (2014). For my discussion of this issue, see infra Part III.C.
in tort law: recklessness. In tort, reckless conduct falls somewhere between intentional and negligent conduct, reflecting pieces of both categories.\(^{198}\) While recklessness “adds a degree of confusion or uncertainty” to tort law that makes it an unpopular topic,\(^{199}\) this characteristic mirrors the lack of clarity about the meaning of “discriminatory intent” in Title VII, making it, ironically, an apt comparison.

Recklessness in tort goes further than negligence to account for situations in which the actor takes risks that are unusually high and for which the costs of preventing the harms are low.\(^{200}\) As defined in the Third Restatement of Torts, recklessness occurs where an actor “knows of the risk of harm created by the conduct or knows facts that make the risk obvious to another in the person’s situation” and the burden to “eliminate or reduce the risk” is “so slight relative to the . . . risk” that the actor’s “failure to adopt the precaution[s]” demonstrates the actor’s “indifference to the risk.”\(^{201}\) To prove recklessness requires that the actor was aware of a significant risk and “proceed[ed] without concern” for the impact on others.\(^{202}\) Recklessness incorporates a state of mind or “mental element” of “conscious indifference” to the consequences of one’s actions: the actor “intentionally or consciously runs a very serious risk” of harming the victim “with no good reason to do so.”\(^{203}\) Because of this, to be reckless, the tortfeasor must have had “reason to know or notice” of the risks of harm that they consciously ignored—“information that would lead directly to an inference of the relevant facts or conditions” (as compared to the lesser negligence standard of “should have known”).\(^{204}\)

It is this state of mind element that makes recklessness more like intent than like negligence—so much so that, in some instances, recklessness meets the required mental state for an intentional tort. To be reckless, an act “must be intended by the actor,” even though “the actor does not intend to cause the harm
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203. Id. § 147 & n.13 (citing Bader v. Lawson, 898 S.W.2d 40 (Ark. 1995); Morris v. Leaf, 534 N.W.2d 388 (Iowa 1995); Campbell v. City of Elmira, 644 N.E.2d 993 (N.Y. 1994)).
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which results from it.”\textsuperscript{205} Thus, even though recklessness is not, by definition, intentional, “in extreme cases courts may treat [it] more like an intentional tort than like negligence.”\textsuperscript{206} Moreover, a finding of recklessness may be enough in tort to create liability for punitive damages\textsuperscript{207}—damages that are only available under Title VII in cases of intentional discrimination.\textsuperscript{208}

In particular, the tort of intentional infliction of emotional distress requires a mental state that may be met by an actor’s recklessness. The Third Restatement of Torts defines this tort as:

An actor who by extreme and outrageous conduct intentionally or recklessly causes severe emotional harm to another is subject to liability for that emotional harm and, if the emotional harm causes bodily harm, also for the bodily harm.\textsuperscript{209}

In explanatory comments, the Restatement authors note that “[c]ourts uniformly hold that reckless conduct, not just intentional conduct, can support a claim for intentional infliction of emotional harm.”\textsuperscript{210} Likewise, a typical state common law definition of the required mental state for this intentional tort requires the tortfeasor to act with “intention to cause or reckless disregard of the probability of causing emotional distress.”\textsuperscript{211} Given that the tort of intentional infliction of emotional distress often arises in employment discrimination litigation,\textsuperscript{212} the
fact that recklessness constitutes “intent” in the tort context lends additional support for considering how recklessness might apply in the context of Title VII.

3. The “Tortification” of Employment Discrimination Law

Looking to the tort concept of recklessness as a means for theorizing liability for disparate treatment requires addressing a recent body of thought on what Charles Sullivan and Sandra Sperino, in separate works, refer to as the “tortification” of employment discrimination law.213 Since the 1970s, in a handful of cases interpreting Title VII, courts have drawn analogies between statutory antidiscrimination protections and tort law.214 When Congress enacted Title VII, it created a statutory right to be free from discrimination at work, above and beyond the common law of tort. Yet Title VII allows plaintiffs to recover damages for civil wrongs; as such, some courts perceived Title VII to bear a resemblance to common law tort claims for personal injury, like intentional infliction of emotional distress.215 While references to tort law appeared on occasion throughout Title VII jurisprudence, the comparisons were, for the most part, just that: parallels or analogies, suggesting that Title VII was “tort-like,” but not that it was a tort.216

In the era of the Roberts Court, however, this changed. In a series of three cases decided between 2009 and 2013, the Court applied tort law concepts more actively and directly to cases alleging discrimination or retaliation at work, thus “tortifying” the law of employment discrimination.217 First, in 2009, in *Gross v. FBL Financial Services, Inc.*, a divided Court rejected the mixed-motive theory of liability under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA), instead requiring a plaintiff to prove that age was the “but for” cause of the adverse employment action.218 With no direct reference to tort law—other than one string cite that referenced *Prosser and Keeton on the Law of Torts*—the Court reasoned that the “motivating factor” theory of proof available under Title VII was not similarly available under the ADEA, which Congress had failed to amend in the Civil Rights Act of 1991.219 Thus, unless Jack Gross could prove that his age was the cause in fact for his demotion when his employer gave his duties to a

214. *See Oppenheimer, supra note 54, at 917–19* (citing, for example, United States v. Burke, 504 U.S. 229, 254 (1992); Curtis v. Loether, 415 U.S. 189, 196–97 (1974); *Sperino, The Tort Label*, supra note 69, at 1052, 1054, 1067 (same)).
215. *See Oppenheimer, supra note 54, at 917–19; Sperino, The Tort Label, supra note 69, at 1054.
219. *Id.*
younger employee as part of a “corporate restructuring,” he was not entitled to prevail.220

After joining the four-Justice dissent (which argued that the majority misconstrued Congressional intent to treat the ADEA like Title VII), Justice Stephen Breyer wrote a second dissent to address the majority’s improper tort approach.221 “[I]t is one thing to require a typical tort plaintiff to show ‘but-for’ causation . . . [in a] context [where] reasonably objective scientific or commonsense theories of physical causation” apply, Breyer wrote, but “it is an entirely different matter to determine a ‘but-for’ relation when we consider, not physical forces, but the mind-related characterizations that constitute motive.”222

Two years later, in Staub v. Proctor Hospital, the Court continued its application of tort causation theories to employment claims, this time in the context of the Uniformed Services Employment and Reemployment Rights Act (USERRA).223 Vincent Staub alleged that his employer discriminated against him because of his obligations as a U.S. Army Reservist when his supervisor, who resented Staub’s unavailability, targeted Staub in a series of baseless disciplinary actions.224 Because of the supervisor’s complaints and Staub’s disciplinary record, the vice president of human resources fired Staub for poor performance.225

The Supreme Court held that the vice president need not have acted as an unwitting “cat’s paw” for the supervisor, because Title VII required only that Staub’s military status be “a motivating factor” for the adverse employment action.226 In so doing, the Court explained that it was relying on the tort law concept of “proximate cause,” stating that they were operating “from the premise that when Congress creates a federal tort it adopts the background of general tort law.”227 Thus the Court, in its own words, “incorporate[d] [a] traditional tort-law concept” directly into antidiscrimination law to justify its holding.228 The Court also noted that USERRA “is very similar to Title VII,”229 opening the door to further application of similar tort concepts.

While, in Staub, the Court’s application of tort seemed to expand the reach of USERRA to protect employees, the other shoe dropped two years later when, building upon Gross and Staub, the Court applied tort law “but for” causation to
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Title VII directly. In University of Texas Southwest Medical Center v. Nassar,230 the Court rejected the mixed-motive theory of proof for retaliation claims under Title VII.231 As it had done in Gross for the ADEA, the Court held that the inclusion of the “motivating factor” approach in Title VII’s discrimination provision did not extend to Title VII’s retaliation provision.232 As a result, unless Naiel Nassar could prove that retaliation for his complaints of religious and national origin discrimination were the “but for” cause for his constructive discharge from his position as a hospital doctor, he could not prevail.233

Unlike in Gross, however, this time, the Court’s reliance on tort law was front and center. In two prominent paragraphs devoted to explaining how “[c]ausation in fact . . . is a standard requirement of any tort claim,” which “includes federal statutory claims of workplace discrimination,” the Court described “but for” causation as “textbook tort law,” “the background against which Congress legislated in enacting Title VII,” and “the default rule[] [Congress] is presumed to have incorporated.”234 Indeed, the acceptance of the application of tort law was so complete that even Justice Ginsburg, writing for the four dissenters, used tort law to argue her position—not that the Court was wrong to apply tort causation concepts to Title VII but that the Court applied those tort concepts incorrectly.235

The full impact of the recent trio of cases applying tort concepts more directly to antidiscrimination doctrine remains to be seen. Most legal scholars considering this move by the Court view it as a mistake—either because it is an incorrect mismatch of legal doctrines, or because it is unnecessarily limiting to the reach of Title VII, or both.236 On the other hand, some commentators recognize that tort concepts have been beneficial to the interpretation of employer duties under antidiscrimination statutes and acknowledge the potential for tort ideas to broaden certain aspects of Title VII doctrine.237 Because both
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237. See, e.g., Ifeoma Ajunwa, Genetic Testing Meets Big Data: Tort and Contract Law Issues, 75 OHIO ST. L.J. 1225, 1261–62 (2014); Corbett, supra note 236, at 1068–76; Hébert, supra note 212, at 1362; Catherine E. Smith, Looking to Torts: Exploring the Risks of Workplace Discrimination, 75 OHIO ST. L.J. 1207, 1215–16, 1219–22 (2014); Laura Rothstein, Disability Discrimination Statutes or
areas of law are complex and multifaceted, whether it is harmful or helpful to import tort concepts into antidiscrimination doctrine often turns on which concepts are being imported.

Most of the scholarly concern about tortifying antidiscrimination law relates to issues of causation. As described previously, tort law usually requires that a defendant’s conduct was both the actual cause—the cause in fact of the harm, but for which the harm would not have occurred—and the proximate cause—a reasonably foreseeable and not insignificant cause—of the harm.238 In stark contrast, causation under Title VII requires only that a protected classification be “a motivating factor” of the harm—neither the only but-for cause, nor an anticipated proximate cause.239 Thus, as legal scholars have rightly identified, applying tort law causation concepts to antidiscrimination cases significantly ups the ante of what plaintiffs must prove to show that the adverse employment action in question was “because of” their protected classification.240 This appears to be what the Supreme Court did: it required but-for causation for ADEA and Title VII retaliation claims in Gross and Nassar, and it suggested that proximate cause would be an appropriate consideration in USERRA claims in Staub.241

Relative to concerns about causation issues, less attention has been paid to the issue of intent in tort and its application to intentional discrimination under Title VII. Where scholars have weighed in, opinions are mixed. Again, some, including Sperino, raise concerns about mismatch between the two doctrines, arguing that intent in tort and intent in employment discrimination are conceptually and doctrinally different ideas.242 Some view a move to import tort intent into intentional discrimination as potentially limiting Title VII’s reach. For example, Sullivan cautions that, in Staub, the Court appeared to “disaggregate” intent and motive, paving the way for it to now require plaintiffs to prove both under antidiscrimination statutes.243 Thus where intent may be proven fairly easily by consequences from volitional acts, motive implies an underlying discriminatory motivation that may be more difficult to prove.244
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On the other hand, while remaining skeptical on causation, Sperino and others acknowledge potential advantages to looking to tortious intent. For example, as described more fully in Part III, below, if applied to its full logical conclusion, adopting tort concepts of intent in Title VII offers the potential to reach more structural forms of discrimination. In particular, an incorporation of tort concepts into Title VII should, at the very least, open the door to revisiting an employer’s duty to not discriminate under Title VII. If Title VII is just another tort, then an employer entity and its agents must take reasonable care not to discriminate—which begs the question of what, if anything, that standard now requires.

Interestingly, in the handful of antidiscrimination cases it has decided since Nassar in 2013, the Court has arguably strengthened employer duties under Title VII in line with a negligence framework while referring less explicitly to tort doctrine or authority. In two cases decided in 2015, EEOC v. Abercrombie & Fitch and Young v. UPS, the Court held in favor of employee plaintiffs, expanding an employer’s duty to accommodate employees’ religious differences and pregnancy disabilities under Title VII.

In Abercrombie, the Court noted that discrimination “because of” a protected classification “typically imports, at a minimum, the traditional standard of but-for causation,” but also that “Title VII relaxes this standard” by prohibiting adverse employment decisions when a protected class is merely a “motivating factor.” Thus, when Abercrombie refused to hire Samantha Elauf, who wore a hijab, after assuming she could not comply with its “look policy” of no hats or headwear, it engaged in disparate treatment, despite the fact that it lacked “actual knowledge” that Elauf would need a religious accommodation. Moreover, contrary to Abercrombie’s assertion that Elauf’s claim must be raised as a disparate impact claim, the Court held that, because the protected classification of “religion” is defined by Title VII to include “religious observance and practice, as well as belief,” a failure to accommodate a religious practice constitutes disparate treatment.

In Young, the Court made it easier for employees to prove intentional disparate treatment under Title VII’s requirement that an employer treat pregnant employees “the same as” all other employees with similar work capabilities or limitations. A plaintiff can reach a jury, the Court held, “by providing
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sufficient evidence that the employer’s policies impose a significant burden on pregnant workers, and that the employer’s ‘legitimate, nondiscriminatory’ reasons are not sufficiently strong to justify the burden, but rather—when considered along with the burden imposed—give rise to an inference of intentional discrimination.” The Court went on to explain that this framework “is consistent with our longstanding rule that a plaintiff can use circumstantial proof” to make out her case; for example, proof “that an employer’s general policy and practice with respect to minority employment—including statistics[—]could be evidence of pretext.”

What seems clear at this point is that the Court has incorporated tort concepts, particularly those around causation, into antidiscrimination jurisprudence, while not entirely adopting a tort approach. Regardless of scholarly concerns about the lack of fit between the two fields and the limiting impact of tort law on statutory civil rights laws, to some extent, the ship has already sailed in Gross, Staub, and Nassar. Given this reality, if the Court is willing to look to tort causation concepts when interpreting Title VII, it can look to tortious intent, too.

B. Knowledge of the Risk of Bias in Employment Decisions

Once it is established that intent under Title VII may parallel intent and, in some cases, recklessness in tort, the next analytical step is to assess the foreseeability of bias as a result of current structures of employment decision making. If intent arises when an actor acts despite knowing that “the [harmful] consequences are certain, or substantially certain, to result from his act,” or when he has “conscious indifference” to the harmful consequences of his actions, the focus of the inquiry becomes assessing how well known the risk is that bias may infect subjective employment decision making.

This Section documents that this risk is now so widely and pervasively known that, when an employer becomes aware of disparities by gender or race in its workforce, a failure to respond to the situation amounts to conscious indifference. First, six decades of social science research has documented again and again how bias infects common patterns of employment decision making, resulting in discriminatory outcomes and inequality. Second, this research is so established that, for at least the past two of those six decades, many employers have voluntarily and publicly adopted bias-prevention measures to counteract the known impact of bias—so much so that successful intervention measures are now well known. What is more, technology has made bias-reducing interventions cheaper and easier to adopt than ever before. Yet the law of Title VII still lags behind current scientific knowledge and modern business practices.
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1. Social Science Research on Bias

Scientific research documenting that stereotypes and biases disadvantage minority group members in the workplace predates Title VII. As early as the 1930s, social psychologists identified and began measuring and studying the phenomenon of racial prejudice.\(^{257}\) Research continued at a rapid pace throughout the 1940s and 1950s, producing what Linda Krieger described as “a mind-dazzling number of definitions of prejudice” and culminating in the 1954 publication of Gordon Allport’s *The Nature of Prejudice*.\(^{258}\) While early research on prejudice linked it with the notion of stereotyping, biased decision making was still viewed as a conscious, motivated act.\(^{259}\)

Then, in the late 1950s and 1960s experimental social psychologists began to connect the dots between our human tendency to categorize information automatically and those underlying stereotypes. In a series of experiments during this time, researchers first documented a “cognitive approach to intergroup bias,” whereby the normal mechanisms our brains use to categorize information “might in and of themselves produce and perpetuate intergroup bias,” regardless of motivation.\(^{260}\) Thus, even before Title VII was enacted in 1964, researchers had identified what is known today as cognitive or implicit bias: prejudice that occurs automatically as a result of the brain’s normal tendency to categorize between members of in-groups and out-groups.

Since the 1970s, researchers in an array of fields, including social psychology, industrial-organizational psychology, sociology, neuroscience, and more, have built upon early social cognition theory.\(^{261}\) Such research has documented countless aspects of the operation of stereotypes and biases based on protected status characteristics like race, sex, national origin, and religion—along with its potential to be corrected.\(^{262}\) The depth and breadth of the research is so vast that it is hard to quantify. In her germinal 1995 article *The Content of Our Categories*, Krieger cited over 125 different major studies on social
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cognition theory published between 1956 and 1995. The research has grown exponentially in the two decades since: today, tens of thousands of studies have been published on cognitive, implicit, or unconscious bias, over 1,200 of which focus on cognitive bias in employment discrimination alone.

In addition, the phenomenon of implicit bias has now entered the mainstream lexicon with help from scientists Anthony Greenwald, Mahzarin Banaji, and Brian Nosek’s Project Implicit at Harvard University. Now almost twenty years old, the Project made widely available an online “Implicit Association Test” that allows the website’s visitors to test their own implicit biases based on a wide array of group membership dimensions, including race, gender, national origin, disability, age, and sexuality. The researchers’ work has been covered by many major news sources and was recently compiled into a book incorporating the data collected by the Project over its first decade and a half. Implicit bias has also entered the public discourse on policing and criminal justice reform through the concept of “racial profiling” and the Black Lives Matter movement. Societal understanding of implicit racial bias is now so widespread that 2016 presidential candidate Hillary Clinton referred to it in her campaign materials and a moderator of one 2016 presidential debate asked both candidates whether they “believe that police are implicitly biased against black people.”

The vast body of scientific research developed over the past sixty years now supports some universal principles about stereotyping and implicit bias that
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relate to employment decision making. First, people hold stereotypes about others based on group membership—for example, based on race or sex—that can be positive, negative, or neutral.\footnote{See, e.g., Krieger, supra note 50, at 1187–218 (citing and summarizing in detail the social science on implicit bias); Joan C. Williams, The Social Psychology of Stereotyping: Using Social Science to Litigate Gender Discrimination Cases and Defang the “Cluelessness” Defense, 7 EMP. RTS. & EMP. POL’Y J. 401, 442 (2003) (citing and summarizing in detail the social science on stereotyping).} Second, people often act on those stereotypes automatically, as a part of their brain’s sorting function, without their conscious awareness.\footnote{See supra note 272.} Third, automatic stereotypes can shape perceptions, such that the same record or performance (for example, a resume or performance on a job task) may be viewed differently when it is associated with people with different status characteristics (for example, a man or a woman, a white person or a black person).\footnote{Id.} They can also lead to shifting criteria for that performance, such that valued criteria (for example, a candidate’s level of education or, alternatively, experience) change to match whichever criteria the higher-status candidate has.\footnote{Id.} Fourth—and most importantly, for employer liability under a recklessness framework—while this process may happen automatically, it is not inevitable: it can be controlled and corrected.\footnote{Id.}

While experts may disagree about the role such research should play in employment litigation, the dispute is not over the validity of the research findings themselves.\footnote{Compare Hart & Secunda, supra note 81, at 51–55 (“[T]here is in fact a substantial agreement among scientists about the operation of cognitive processes like bias and stereotyping[; thus critics’ concerns] go[] to the weight a fact finder should place on the evidence, not to whether the evidence is admissible in the first instance.”), with Monahan et al., supra note 85, at 1715–19, 1742–49 (“If experts . . . simply described social science findings on the circumstances under which gender stereotyping is more or less likely to occur within the research settings, leaving it to the fact-finder to determine the applicability of this research to the circumstances of a particular employer, such testimony would be entirely consistent with . . . our [concept of] social frameworks [and their legal role]. . . . In many cases, however, experts have not been content to provide a description of the general research to create a context for the facts of the case, and judges have not required such circumspection.”).} Specifically, there is agreement on the last of these four findings: implicit bias can be counteracted, interrupted, or corrected to prevent or reduce its impact on employment decisions.\footnote{See, e.g., Krieger, supra note 50, at 1216–17; Williams, supra note 272, at 442.} It is this finding that has led to a cottage industry of experts and businesses designed to help employers reduce bias in their workplaces.

2. Employer Behavior to Reduce Bias

Alongside the development of social science research on bias, since the 1960s, employers have engaged in voluntary efforts to reduce discrimination and promote diversity in their own operations.\footnote{See Dobbin & Kalev, supra note 261, at 253–73.} The types of policies and practices
employers may adopt have changed and evolved over time, mirroring advances in social science research and responding to measures of existing programs’ effectiveness. Importantly, as Lauren Edelman and her colleagues have identified, because Congress did not prescribe particular measures for employers to take to achieve statutory antidiscrimination goals, the practices that employers and their human resources personnel developed have helped shape the limits of Title VII. As such, employer awareness of and involvement in preventing and correcting for biases dates as far back as the passage of the statute.

As Frank Dobbin and Alexandra Kalev have documented, employers’ efforts to prevent discrimination and promote diversity evolved through a series of phases. In the 1960s, employers focused on establishing nondiscrimination policies and diversifying their recruitment efforts to create a more diverse pipeline of potential applicants and employees. In the 1970s, efforts focused on systematizing hiring and promotion decisions to make them more objective. For example, employers began creating job postings and descriptions and establishing complaint procedures for employees. This was followed by a period in the 1980s, when a new literature developed that promoted the “business case” for diversity by encouraging employers to diversify their workforces as a way to remain economically competitive in an increasingly diverse society. This period also saw the growth of trainings on diversity topics and programs to expand mentorship and networking opportunities for minority employees. In the 1990s, as both the proportion of women in the human resources profession and liability for sexual harassment grew, employers shifted their focus to training and policies to prevent harassment and improve work-family balance. And, by the mid-1990s and early 2000s, the science on implicit bias made its way into discussions of workplace diversification efforts and discrimination prevention. Focused on the sociological finding that even automatic stereotypes can be controlled or counteracted, researchers proposed methods for
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doing so, including creating accountability within organizations and monitoring the results of employment decisions for biased effects.\textsuperscript{289}

As voluntary employer efforts evolved over time, researchers also tracked their success. A variety of studies have documented the efficacy of each of these types of interventions to change either individuals’ attitudes or the composition of workforces.\textsuperscript{290} Dobbin and his colleagues’ research on workforce composition documents that more dispersed efforts to alter people’s views through diversity training, evaluations, or increased bureaucracy have been less successful than concrete interventions backed by institutional authority, such as active diverse recruiting, management-level responsibility for mentoring, and staff devoted to diversity efforts.\textsuperscript{291} Social psychologists and sociologists tracking efforts around implicit bias have determined that, while changing the implicit attitudes of individuals may be difficult, interventions that seek to reach the entity or organizational level—rather than prevent individual decision makers from acting on implicit bias—can be effective. Examples include efforts to reign in the operation of subjective decisions and to provide oversight that connects employment decisions to workforce demographics.\textsuperscript{292} While this means that there is no one-size-fits-all solution and that successfully reducing the operation of stereotyping and implicit bias may depend on the organizational context,\textsuperscript{293} it still means that employers can and should do \textit{something} to address the phenomenon within their workplaces, rather than turn a blind eye.


\textsuperscript{290} See, e.g., DOBBIN, supra note 16 (citing dozens of such studies); Dobbin & Kalev, supra note 261, at 254–76 (same); Alexandra Kalev, Frank Dobbin & Erin Kelly, \textit{Best Practices or Best Guesses? Assessing the Efficacy of Corporate Affirmative Action and Diversity Policies}, 71 AM. SOC. REV. 589, 589–617 (2006).
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\textsuperscript{293} See Bielby, supra note 292, at 10 (“There is a consensus among psychologists and organizational sociologists about how habits of mind intersect with organizational policies, structures, and practices to create and sustain workplace gender bias. That consensus supports a formalist intervention strategy based on the idea of constraining discretion and establishing oversight and accountability for how personnel decisions are made and for their impact on gender and racial equity in the workplace. But that kind of intervention is easier to advocate, implement, and institutionalize in some organizational contexts than in others.”).
Over the past five years, academic research centers, including those at business schools, have made major strides in operationalizing the research on implicit bias to help businesses reduce its impact on their workforces. Harvard’s Project Implicit now has an entire consulting arm that provides experts to consult with businesses on, among other things, “applications of implicit bias to organizational practice” and on “developing or evaluating interventions and programs for human resource management.”294 The Center for WorkLife Law at the University of California, Hastings College of the Law has a project working with corporate partners to develop and pilot a system of “Metrics-Driven Bias Interrupters”295—a project that Center director and law professor Joan C. Williams described in a 2014 article in the Harvard Business Review.296 Likewise, under the direction of sociologist Shelley Correll, Stanford University’s Clayman Institute for Gender Research developed a program called “See Bias/Block Bias™” that provides employers workshops and toolkits that offer concrete steps for identifying and stopping bias from impacting performance assessments.297 In 2015, Harvard Business School launched the Gender Initiative to advance gender equity in business and leadership, for which one identified goal is to “challenge discrimination, stereotypes, [and] implicit biases” that limit both men and women.298 In addition, for more than a decade, many large law firms have served as intermediaries between researchers and the business sector by offering their own information and training on implicit bias to clients and other lawyers.299

295. CTR. FOR WORKLIFE LAW, supra note 8; We Help Companies Interrupt and Correct Implicit Bias in the Workplace, CTR. FOR WORKLIFE LAW, http://biasinterrupters.org [https://perma.cc/36DT-7ETG] (last visited Apr. 17, 2017).
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Moreover, technology has now made it easier and more affordable than ever for companies to reduce the harmful effects of bias in their decision-making processes, while still operating with discretion. For example, the Center for WorkLife Law’s website, Biasinterrupters.org, provides free information, worksheets, and toolkits with small, concrete steps that employers can implement—“tweaks to basic business systems (hiring, performance evaluations, assignments, promotions, and compensation) that interrupt implicit bias in the workplace, often without ever talking about bias.”300 Proven interventions can be as simple as pre-committing to criteria for evaluating candidates for a promotion, requiring specific examples to support a performance appraisal overall rating, having multiple people review resumes for hiring, and reviewing compensation rates to spot demographic disparities.301

Technology has also provided a wide array of “blinding” screens for use in hiring and promotion. One approach is to use an algorithm programmed to detect set objective hiring qualifications as a first line sorter of job applicants rather than a person, in an effort to improve or diversify hiring.302 Scientific evidence supports the potential success of this approach: researchers from the Universities of Minnesota and Toronto conducted an “analysis of 17 studies of applicant evaluations” that documented “that a simple equation outperforms human decisions by at least 25%” in accurately predicting the job and academic performance of applicants.303 According to the New York Times, the promise of algorithms has led to “a new wave of startups” that have focused on “ways to automate hiring,” including Doxa, Entelo, Guild, Textio, and GapJumpers.304
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The use of technology to improve hiring decisions has spread to even “[e]stablished headhunting firms like Korn Ferry,” which are now “incorporating algorithms into their work, too.”

One technology-based hiring firm, Infor Talent Science, reported that their algorithmic software and predictive model led to “an average increase of 26 percent” in African-American and Latino hires “across a variety of industries and jobs”—with a 31 percent increase in Latino hires for their clients in the wholesale sector and 60 percent increase in African-American hires for their restaurant sector clients. Another startup, Unitive, recently received $7.5 million in seed money to design a “hiring platform created to tackle unconscious bias in corporations,” with a particular focus on using “pre-commitment” to hiring criteria to resolve the bias problem of shifting standards.

Beyond screening, some companies are using the blinding ability of technology for other parts of their hiring and evaluation process. For example, inspired by Goldin and Rouse’s research on blind orchestra auditions, British website-hosting company ByteMark adopted an anonymous application process for system administrator positions that maintained the anonymity of their applicants through several rounds of the hiring process. After applicants submitted anonymous applications online they participated in skills tests remotely and two rounds of interviews by online instant message chat. Interviewers posed questions that applicants answered through text messages. The final round of hiring was conducted by in-person interview. While, due to a small sample size, ByteMark was unable to say reliably that the anonymity improved its diversity, it reported that the anonymous process drew far more applications than they would normally receive, and that they benefitted from the process, which they plan to continue.
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Another approach incorporates “gamification” into the hiring process by using anonymous simulations or video-game style challenges to the job application process.313 The startup GapJumpers in particular focuses on using anonymity and gamification in the hiring process to reduce implicit bias.314 The organization, which modeled itself on the competition television show “The Voice” (the 2017 equivalent of blind auditions for orchestras), provides “an online technology platform that enables hiring managers to hold blind audition challenges,” in which “job applicants are given mini assignments that are designed to assess the applicant for the specific skills required for the open position.”315 According to GapJumpers, “[a]bout 60 percent of the top talent identified through [its] blind audition process come from underrepresented backgrounds.”316

Of course, incorporating technology into hiring is neither a panacea for reducing implicit bias nor a one-size fits-all solution, as it may be particularly well-suited for technology-sector employers. There is also a serious risk that biasing features could be programmed inadvertently into an algorithm, or that an employer may feel overly confident that the technology has solved the problem.317 A recent literature has begun to warn of the potential risks of collecting and incorporating data into employment decisions as, itself, a possible driver of discrimination.318 That said, the growth of the cottage industry of bias-reducing tools targeted at employers—and the major start-up money being invested in such ventures—shows that the problem of implicit bias is now such a well-known and significant concern among the business sector that it has become profitable to address.
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C. Reckless Discrimination

As described previously, some legal scholars have suggested that Title VII should, and under some legal theories does, reflect a negligence model of liability, whereby an employer who fails to meet its duty to prevent discrimination at work violates the statute.319 While negligence concepts appear throughout statutory antidiscrimination jurisprudence, particularly under legal theories of proof for harassment and failure to accommodate claims,320 federal courts have yet to adopt a negligence approach to disparate treatment.321 This failure stems from federal courts’ characterization of disparate treatment claims as requiring proof of “intentional discrimination.”322 Yet the requirement of “intent” was read into the doctrine of Title VII by the courts, not drafted into the text of Title VII by Congress.323

What is more, the Supreme Court itself allows employees to prove inferred discriminatory intent in disparate treatment claims through circumstantial evidence (anecdotal, comparative, statistical, or other) that creates an inference of discrimination by discrediting the employer’s justification for its adverse employment actions.324 This Section argues that, so constructed, the burden to prove intentional disparate treatment under Title VII should be met by an employer’s knowing and reckless disregard for the operation of implicit bias and stereotyping in its workplace. After constructing a theory of “reckless discrimination” under Title VII, this Section addresses potential counterarguments and comparisons to prior theories.

1. Reckless Disregard for Implicit Bias as Intent under Title VII

As scholars identifying the tortification of employment law have documented, recent decisions by the Roberts Court have changed the prior relationship between tort and antidiscrimination law.325 Where the Court once drew parallels and analogies between the two fields, it has now described antidiscrimination law as “a federal tort,” and has adopted and applied tort
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causation concepts directly into interpretations of the ADEA, USERRA, and Title VII retaliation claims.\textsuperscript{326} Having done so, it is then doctrinally incoherent for the Court to fail to extend tort concepts of intent to Title VII as well—concepts that have the potential to help modernize Title VII and extend its reach to more stubborn forms of discrimination harder to redress under current doctrine.\textsuperscript{328}

While remaining skeptical about the Court’s move to apply tort law to Title VII, several scholars have recognized that the limitations created by tort causation may be counterbalanced by the expansion created by tortious intent.\textsuperscript{329} Without prescribing any particular recommendation for how to do so, Catherine Smith considered the theoretical possibilities of “regulating implicit bias in the workplace by cautiously turning to tort law.”\textsuperscript{330} Expressing concern that “we should avoid treating Title VII as the equivalent of a common law tort without appreciating their different purposes and objectives,” Smith looks to tort principles that reflect our societal belief in encouraging duty and reducing risk separate from and regardless of moral culpability.\textsuperscript{331} This, she suggests, explains why Title VII should recognize liability for implicit bias, despite the “hyper-focus[ ] on discriminatory intent and a seek-and-find-the-‘bad-actor’ framework” that the courts have read into Title VII doctrine.\textsuperscript{332} Noting that “what constitutes discrimination has continually evolved and should continue to do so,” Smith poses, but stops short of answering the question, “Is it feasible to regulate implicit bias by rooting out the risks of discrimination?”\textsuperscript{333}

More concretely, Sandra Sperino’s thought experiment, pushing the bounds of what the Court really means when it applies tort law to antidiscrimination law, unearths similar possibilities.\textsuperscript{334} Sperino identifies that, if Title VII was truly a tort, “[r]eplacing an intent standard with a causation standard makes it possible to prove cases of unconscious or structural discrimination” as disparate
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Citing to the examples of non-blind orchestra auditions, compensation decisions based on prior salaries, and subjective promotion decisions like those alleged by the *Wal-Mart* plaintiffs, Sperino argues that liability would be proved by “transferring the concept of intent to the entity context.” And, “[i]f courts are required to presume that Congress was legislating against a common law backdrop,” she suggests, then “the standard tort definition of intent [should] appl[y] in discrimination cases”—meaning that a Title VII plaintiff need only prove that her employer “believes that the consequences are substantially certain to result from the action.” This, Sperino suggests, “would be an important innovation,” that would also “help the courts to see a way in which they have not been careful about conceptualizing [discriminatory] intent.”

This Article pushes Smith and Sperino’s suggestions further. Given the lack of clarity on “intent” in Title VII, the breadth of circumstantial evidence allowed to show “intentional” discrimination by inference, and the fact that recklessness suffices to establish some intentional torts, it is possible to extend the comparison between tort and antidiscrimination law beyond just tortious intent to tortious recklessness.

As applied to intentional disparate treatment under Title VII, the recklessness approach would offer a way to bolster an employer entity’s responsibility for the widespread operation of implicit bias in its workplace. Drawing upon the negligence and organizational context models, a recklessness analysis would focus on the employer entity’s failure to act with sufficient care in creating the context and organizational structures within which employment decisions are made. Of course, tortious intent is conceived of as an individual concept, which makes it an odd fit with systemic discrimination at an entity level. It is this conceptual disconnect that led the Court in *Wal-Mart* to view the vicarious social framework model as merely aggregated individual harms, supervisors’ individual decisions for which the entity could not be held responsible. Yet to the extent that the theory of systemic disparate treatment exists at all, as it has for forty years since the *Teamsters* and *Hazelwood* cases recognized pattern-or-practice discrimination, those at the top of the organization who set the employment practices used and the culture within which those decisions are made can and should be held responsible where those practices and cultures perpetuate the expression of implicit bias.

As such, plaintiffs seeking to use a recklessness approach would pursue their case like any other pattern-or-practice case of systemic disparate treatment.

---
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They would introduce statistical, anecdotal, and social science evidence to show that the subjective decision-making system in question created a disparity by protected class under circumstances giving rise to an inference of discrimination. Any evidence demonstrating that a uniform approach or culture in the workplace fostered implicit bias or stereotyping would be most helpful. Recklessness can bridge the gap, however, where plaintiffs have difficulty producing such evidence and courts, following Wal-Mart, view the defendant employer as a mere “conduit” for individual supervisors’ biases. 341 By positing that the employer entity was not just negligent but, in fact, reckless about the operation of implicit biases in its midst, plaintiffs unmask the “innocent” institution and make it easier for a court to infer intentional discrimination.

Because recklessness is composed of two elements, plaintiffs should introduce additional evidence on both, which would help the court infer discrimination. First, plaintiffs would show that the employer “[knew] of the risk of harm created by the conduct” or had knowledge of “facts that make the risk obvious to another in the person’s situation.” 342 As detailed above, sixty years of data on implicit bias and stereotyping and decades of employer efforts to counteract it show that the possibility of implicit bias in subjective decision making is an obvious risk for employers. 343 In particular, lawyers have been warning employers of the risks of implicit bias for over a decade. 344 While evidence that the specific employer in question received information or advice on the risk of bias infecting subjective employment decisions would likely be the strongest, plaintiffs could also present evidence showing a common understanding of such risks within the employer’s industry or among its competitors. To show “conscious indifference” to this risk, however, would also require statistical or anecdotal evidence that suggest to the employer that implicit bias may be impacting its own employment decision-making structures. This type of proof should not be onerous, as it has always been and would always be required in any systemic disparate treatment case: plaintiffs collect relevant data through discovery and then provide expert analysis that shows statistically significant disparities by protected class. 345

Second, the plaintiff would show that the burden to “eliminate or reduce the risk” is “so slight relative to the . . . risk” that the actor’s “failure to adopt the precaution[s]” demonstrates the actor’s “indifference to the risk.” 346 As detailed above, the vast cottage industry of diversity experts and new bias-reducing technology have greatly reduced the cost and burden of adopting structures to
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interrupt implicit bias in the workplace. To be a “slight” burden relative to the risk would also require an analysis of the particular employer’s decision-making structures, size, budget, and related factors. Again, evidence on the specific employer’s ability to act—or willingness to act on other unrelated issues of a similar cost—would be the plaintiff’s strongest evidence. Evidence of effective bias-reducing measures adopted by the employer’s industry or competitors would also be instructive. In essence, the circumstances would show that the employer entity was so consciously indifferent to the operation of implicit bias in its decision-making structures that its intent to discriminate can be inferred.

Even under a recklessness model, this proof structure makes it possible that, to be found reckless, an employer would need both to be sizeable and to rely on subjective decision making that results in noticeably disproportionate outcomes. Yet that’s not nothing: under a recklessness model, it may be possible to hold accountable large employers who have the means to reduce implicit bias, but perpetuate it by failing to act. And the increased specter of liability among large employers could reverberate out to reach smaller employers who may take efforts to avoid similar liability.

It is important to note that a theory of reckless discrimination is neither proposed with the goal of, nor would it have the effect of, ending discretionary decision making in employment. Allowing supervisor discretion to make decisions about hiring, firing, promotion, compensation, and more is a universally adopted employment practice without which most employers would be unable to operate. A recklessness theory of liability would merely improve upon discretionary decision making by creating an incentive for employers to pay attention to how that discretion is being exercised in their workplaces. It would also motivate employers to correct for any bias they perceive in their decision-making structures before it leads to claims of discrimination. Even in the given examples of employers using technology to remove biasing information from their hiring processes, all of the ultimate decisions were made by supervisors exercising their discretion. The point of the interventions was to prevent bias from impacting the way in which that discretion is applied; as a result, some employers reported that the de-biasing intervention led them to make better decisions.

2. Counterarguments and Comparisons

A theory of reckless discrimination is not a magic answer to the limits of existing antidiscrimination law, and it suffers from its own limitations. The most obvious criticism, likely from adherents to the late-Justice Scalia’s skepticism about holding employers liable for “societal discrimination,” is that “reckless”
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behavior is not “intentional” behavior. While this may be true under a narrow reading of case law that interprets Title VII disparate treatment as requiring intentional discrimination, the operative text of the statute itself never uses the word “intent.” Actionable discrimination requires merely that an adverse employment action be “because of” a protected class. Moreover, in recent years Justice Scalia and his fellow skeptics have interpreted Title VII to be, in effect, a federal tort.\footnote{351. See supra Part III.A.3.} Taking a coherent and consistent approach to Title VII in the wake of the tortification cases requires that, if tort causation now applies to Title VII, tort intent should, too. Thus, where recklessness suffices to commit an intentional tort, it should certainly suffice to meet the “inferred intent” standard actually required by Title VII case law.\footnote{352. See supra Part III.}

A second criticism, likely from the opposite camp, is that adopting a tort approach to discriminatory intent heightens what plaintiffs are required to prove under the statutory text of Title VII. Indeed, such a criticism is warranted: since the Teamsters and Hazelwood cases in the 1970s, all that has ever been required for a plaintiff to prove systemic disparate treatment is enough unrebuted statistical and anecdotal evidence to create an inference of discrimination. Importing new expectations that a plaintiff show an employer’s “knowledge of” and “conscious indifference” to the risk of biased decision making limits the broad reach of Title VII that Congress intended. There is, indeed, a risk of opening up Title VII to an unnecessarily limiting interpretation and, what is worse, to creating an unintended affirmative defense for employers who argue that they lacked knowledge or resources to remedy an obvious problem in their organization for which they should not be held liable. Yet there is also a risk of doing nothing to push Title VII to reach the operation of implicit bias. The tortification ship has sailed,\footnote{353. See supra Part III.A.3.} and, after Wal-Mart, federal courts are increasingly unwilling to draw an inference of widespread discrimination based on individual supervisors’ decisions.\footnote{354. See supra Part II.A.}

Perhaps the strongest reason for considering the frame of recklessness is a normative one: in a post-Wal-Mart world where it is increasingly difficult to create an inference of organization-wide discrimination, calling attention to the fact that an entity has the knowledge and resources to prevent implicit bias infecting its operations, yet fails to do so, may be the moral imperative courts need to make Title VII reach its full potential.\footnote{355. For example, Justice Anthony Kennedy raised a different, but somewhat related, concept during oral argument in Wal-Mart when he questioned the parties’ attorneys about the relevance of a “deliberate indifference” standard—drawn from Section 1983 and Title IX cases against governmental entities—in the private employment context. See Transcript of Oral Argument, Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes, 564 U.S. 338 (2011) (No. 10-277), 2011 WL 1131405, at *6, *40. But see Deborah M. Weiss, A Grudging Defense of Wal-Mart v. Dukes, 24 Yale J.L. & Feminism 119, 157–161 (2012) (characterizing the oral argument questions as a missed opportunity for plaintiffs to argue for a “notice-}
discrimination offers a new way to frame and redress the wrong of entrenched discriminatory bias in the workplace—a way that is pragmatic, realistic, and (like most compromises) imperfect.

CONCLUSION

It has been fifty years since Title VII was enacted to prohibit protected class discrimination in employment—fifty years during which social scientists have amassed an inordinate amount of research on the operation of bias in discretionary decision making and how to reduce its impact. For most of the time since Title VII’s enactment, its jurisprudence developed and advanced, simultaneously advancing gender and racial equality in the workplace. In the past decade, however, this advancement has stalled—both in the workplace and in the courts. Yet embedded bias in workplace decision-making structures remains, and is particularly apparent in the still unexplained disparities in compensation and leadership in many industries and businesses. This Article proposes a new model for conceptualizing the harm of systemic discrimination: as recklessness by an employer entity.

Allowing liability for reckless discrimination is, of course, a thorny proposition. As many scholars have noted, it remains questionable whether continuing to apply tort concepts into antidiscrimination law is a good idea. It is more questionable, still, whether—despite the ability to do so under the existing jurisprudence of Title VII—federal courts would recognize a theory of reckless discrimination. And, if they were to do so, it will still require plaintiffs to prove that their employers acted recklessly.
Despite potential criticisms, however, theorizing a recklessness model adds a new tool to the toolshed that builds incrementally upon many legal scholars’ attempts to theorize liability under Title VII for structural discrimination and the operation of implicit bias at work. Where courts have limited Oppenheimer’s negligence framework from reaching intentional disparate treatment, a recklessness model bridges the gap between an employer’s mere failure to meet a duty to prevent discrimination and its volitional behavior that fosters discrimination—the latter being closer to “intent” under Title VII. Where Krieger and her colleagues’ vicarious social framework model has been cabined by resistance to holding employer entities responsible for seemingly individual biases, a recklessness model takes the individual decision maker out of the equation. Where Green’s organizational context model articulated the importance of holding employer entities directly liable for work cultures and systems that foster implicit bias and stereotyping, recklessness provides an additional legal tool for doing so.

It is time to incorporate what we know about the science of bias into the doctrine of Title VII. An employer entity that knows about the risks of implicit bias, has evidence that such bias may be infecting its decision-making structures, and fails to act to prevent it is acting so recklessly that a court can infer its discriminatory intent.

contends, foreclose the possibility that recklessness could satisfy the intent required to for intentional disparate treatment under Title VII.
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